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Boston University Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, 2013 
Major Advisor: Bjorn M. Reinhard, Associate Professor of Chemistry 
ABSTRACT 
The large electromagnetic field enhancement provided by 
nanostructured noble metal surfaces forms the foundation for a series of 
enabling optical analytical techniques, such as surface enhanced Raman 
spectroscopy (SERS), surface enhanced IR absorption spectroscopy (SEIRA), 
surface enhanced fluorescent microscopy (SEF), to name only a few. Critical 
sensing applications have, however, other substrate requirements than mere 
peak signal enhancement. The substrate needs to be reliable, provide 
reproducible signal enhancements, and be amenable to a combination with 
microfluidic chips or other integrated sensor platforms. These needs motivate 
the development of engineerable SERS substrate "chips" with defined near- and 
far-field responses. In this dissertation, two types of rationally designed SERS 
substrates - nanoparticle cluster arrays (NCAs) and SERS stamp - will be 
introduced and characterized. NCAs were fabricated through a newly 
Vl 
developed template guided self-assembly fabrication approach, in which 
chemically synthesized nanoparticles are integrated into predefined patterns 
using a hybrid top-down/bottom-up approach. Since this method relies on 
chemically defined building blocks, it can overcome the resolution limit of 
conventional lithographical methods and facilitates higher structural 
complexity. NCAs sustain near-field interactions within individual clusters as 
well as between entire neighboring clusters and create a multi-scale cascaded E-
field enhancement throughout the entire array. SERS stamps were generated 
using an oblique angle metal deposition on a lithographically defined piston. 
When mounted on a nanopositioning stage, the SERS stamps were enabled to 
contact biological surfaces with pristine nanostructured metal surfaces for a 
label-free spectroscopic characterization. The developed engineered substrates 
were applied and tested in critical sensing applications, including the ultra-
trace detection of explosive vapors, the rapid discrimination of bacterial 
pathogens, and the label-free monitoring of the enzymatic degradation of 
pericellular matrices of cancer cells. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Section 1.1 Optical Properties of Noble Metal Nanopartides 
Noble metal nanoparticles (NPs) have fascinating photophysical properties and 
have been the focus of intense research since the pioneering work by Faraday2 
and Zsigmondy3 more than a hundred years ago. Today we know that the 
optical responses of noble-metal NPs are determined by their localized surface 
plasmon (LSP) resonances,4 which are collective coherent oscillations of the 
conduction band electrons in the NPs (Figure 1). For a spherical gold 
nanoparticle with radius (a) less than 50 nm, the electric field of incoming light 
can be considered constant across the NP at a given time point so that the 
response is governed by electrostatics rather than electrodynamics. This 
approach is commonly referred to as quasi-static approximation. Under this 
condition, the dipole moment (P) induced by the light can be expressed in the 
equation below,5 
where Eo, E and Em are the electric permittivity of vaccum, the dielectric function 
of gold and the surrounding environment, and Eo the external electric field. 5 
From this expression we can find the resonance condition to be Re(E)=-2Emfor 
2 
the case of small or slowly-varying Im(E) around the resonance frequency. The 
resonant interaction of the NPs with incident electromagnetic radiation give 
rise to large scattering (Csc)and absorption (Cabs) cross-sections,6'7 
3 f c-ern l Cabs=4nka lm -
2
- (Eq.3) 
c+ Em 
respectively (k is the wavenumber). 5 
The above formulas provide us a reasonably good approximation for spherical 
particles illuminated with visible or NIR radiation. When the quasi-static 
approximation is not satisfied, a rigorous electrodynamic approach to solve 
Maxwell equations is required. Mie developed in 1908 a complete theory for 
scattering and absorption of electromagnetic radiation by a metal sphere.8 The 
quasi-static results are then recovered by a power series expansion of the 
absorption and scattering coefficients and retaining only the first term.5 
Even from the simplified solution of Maxwell equation (Eq.l), we can clearly 
find that the exact position of LSP resonance depends on the nanoparticle 
material (E), and the refractive index of the surrounding medium (Em).9-12 The 
size of the particles also influence the position of the LSP resonance. The 
increasing size of the nanoparticles cause retardations of the exciting field and 
3 
the depolarization field over the volume of particle, which leads to an overall 
red-shift of the spectral position of LSP. This .phenomenon can be understood 
by recognizing that the distance between charges at opposite interfaces of the 
particle increases with its size, thus leading to a smaller restoring force and 
therefore a lowering of the resonance frequency. 5,13 
The shape of the nanoparticle is another factor that dominates the LSP 
resonance. When we considered the spherical model to reach equations 1-3, the 
continuity requirement was fulfilled for the tangential component of the electric 
field (E) and the normal component of the electric displacement (D=EE).14 
Particles with different shapes are evaluated with different boundary 
conditions that yield totally different LSP resonance conditions. The simplest 
example to illustrate shape effect is to check the boundary conditions for a 
spherical cavity of radius a, as given in the following equations (at surface of 
the cavity r=a): 
_ ~ a<I>in = _ ~ a<I>out (Eq. 4) 
a a<I> a a<I> 
a<I>in _ a<I>out (E S) 
-E ---E-- q. 
m ar ar 
where <1>(8,r) is the potential in the position defined with spherical 
coordinates.15 Inspection of these equations shows that the dipole moment in 
the case of spherical cavity is15: 
4 
E -E 
P=471E c.a3 m E0 (Eq. 6) 0 2c.+Em 
Clearly for the same metal, the LSP resonance condition is shifted from 
Re(c.(w))=-2Em for a sphere to Re(c.(w))=-1/2Ern for a spherical cavity. A more 
complex example for the shape effect can be found in the case of ellipsoid, 
where the optical response is characterized by the equation involving three 
in which the geometrical factors Li (i=1, 2, 3) satisfy I Li = 1(in the case of 
spherical nanoparticle L1 =L2 =LJ = 1/3).5 The resonance on each axis can only be 
excited if the incident polarization has a non-zero component along the 
corresponding direction. Equation 7 demonstrates that the resonance will show 
a blue shift for axes with round curvatures (L > 1/3) and red shift for the axes 
with sharp curvatures.16 
The LSP of nanoparticles is damped by radiative decay and non-radiative decay 
process (absorption due to band transition, lattice defect, surface scattering, 
impurities etc.).5 Radiative damping of the coherent electron oscillation occurs 
through emission of photons and is the main cause of the weakening of the 
dipole plasmon resonance for particles larger than 80 nm.17 Thus for large 
5 
particles where higher-order resonances can also be excited, a significant 
broadening of the plasmon resonance sets in.5 The non-radiative decay is the 
major decay path for smaller nanoparticle. It can be caused by the ohmic losses, 
creation of electron-hole pairs via band transition and the large scatterings at 
particle surfaces. For the gold and silver particles of less than 20 nm in diameter, 
the rate of dephasing of the coherent oscillation increased due to elastic 
scattering at the particle surface, since the size of the particle is substantially 
smaller than the electron mean free path (which is around 30-50 nm).5 Particles 
with a radius of the order of or below 1 nm need to be treated using quantum 
mechanics since the notion of a plasmon as a coherent electron oscillation 
breaks down in this case.4'5 
Based on the above reasons regarding size of particles, spherical Au and Ag 
nanoparticles with diameters (d) between 40 nm to 100 nm are most commonly 
used in imaging, spectroscopy and sensing applications. Those particles can be 
synthesized in large quantities with well-defined d (typical standard deviation 
- 5-10%) using established wet-chemical synthesis strategies1B-21 and can be 
easily detected in either dark-field or total internal reflection microscopy due to 
their large scattering cross-sections.22,23 Because their signal is based on light 
scattering rather than fluorescence emission, NPs represent optical labels with 
6 
outstanding photo-physical stabilities. Their brightness, stability and 
multimodal character - NPs can be imaged both in the optical and electron 
microscope- make NPs useful labels in bioimaging.22 
Given the wealth of potential applications for noble metal NPs with defined 
plasmon resonances, there have been further efforts to control the shape and 
composition of NPs. For instance, non-spherical NPs with sharp edges and tips, 
e.g. nanorods and nanoprisms, have been developed through two-steps 
synthetic strategies.24,25 Since the lightening rod effect focuses the 
electromagnetic fields in small volumes near the particles' sharp features, those 
NPs have led to applications that require high E-field enhancement such as 
non-linear optical spectroscopies.26 Incidentally, due to the strong polarization 
at the tips of the anisotropic particles, molecules are attracted to these areas 
where the E-field is highest.27 
Another intriguing structure is the core-shell configuration. They consist of a 
thin gold or silver shell surrounding either a dielectric core or just a cavity filled 
with solvent, with the latter also referred to as "hollow shells" .28,29 One 
important characteristic of metal hollow shells is that their plasmon resonance 
can be tuned from green all the way into the infrared through variation of the 
ratio of inner and outer shell diameter .30,31 Since the inner and outer surfaces in 
7 
those NPs are divided by only a few nanometers, the plasmons on both surfaces 
can couple resulting strong field intensities in the surrounding of the particles, 
which make them great candidates for SERS substrate at specific excitation 
wavelengths.28,32 
Additional functionalities arise from electromagnetic interactions between 
individual NPs. The plasmons of particles with separations below S ::::: 1/ko = 
Ao/2rr (with ko = free space wavenumber and Ao = free space wavelength) couple 
in a distance dependent fashion. The El-Sayed group confirmed a universal 
scaling behavior of the coupled plasmonic dimers, which was described by 
M:::::Q.l8exp (-(s/d)) (Eq. 8) 
Ao 0.23 
where ~ is the fractional plasmon shift, s is the interparticle edge-to-edge 
separation and dis the particle diameter.33 The dominant resonant spectral peak 
in NP clusters continuously red-shifts with decreasing separation,34 until at very 
short separations quantum plasmonic effects lead to an attenuation of the 
coupling interactions.35 In the case of DNA tethered 40 nm Ag nanoparticles, a 
transition between two distinct coupling regions was observed at -2 nm (Figure 
2).36 The threshold separation between classical electromagnetic and quantum 
mechanical transition could lie considerably below that for NPs separated by 
8 
air. Tunable electromagnetic coupling of LSPs in close-by nanoparticles makes 
individual nanoparticles versatile building blocks for engineering higher order 
structures with entirely new properties. In this regard, plasmonic 
nanostructures share some similarities with chemical molecules, with the 
important difference that "plasmonic molecules" are ruled by the laws of 
electromagnetism (except at very short interparticle separations)3640, whereas 
the properties of chemical molecules are determined by quantum mechanics. 
Besides the separation-dependant spectral shift, nanoparticle clusters can also 
efficiently localize and enhance incident electromagnetic fields in the junctions 
and crevices between particles as a result of the near-field coupling.5,14,16A1 This 
light field concentration in the clusters creates nanoscale volumes with high 
local E-field intensity, which act as "hot-spots" for potential applications in 
recently developed spectroscopies, as discussed in the following sectionsP 
Section 1.2 Plasmonic Enhanced Biosensing 
Many important biosensing techniques could be enhanced by the intricate 
electromagnetic interactions between NPs in surface supported plasmonic 
nanostructures with tailored morphologies. It is well known that - in addition 
to the prominent scattering response - strong near-field coupling between LSP 
resonances of close-packed NPs results in a dramatic E-field enhancement.42 
9 
The enhanced E-field can amplify the efficiencies of Raman scattering, infrared 
(IR) absorption, and fluorescence emission processes, which culminated in the 
development of a range of novel sensing techniques, including surface 
enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS)43, surface enhanced IR absorption 
spectroscopy (SEIRA),44 and surface enhanced fluorescence (SEF)45• These 
spectroscopic techniques measure intensities and frequencies of vibrational 
(SERS and SEIRA) or electronic (SEF) transitions and thus provide quantitative 
molecular signatures of great value for chemical or biological analysis.46 Strong 
localized electromagnetic fields in NP clusters can also enhance other types of 
non-linear processes in a controlled fashion, for instance, four-wave mixing, 
and could potentially facilitate local extinction measurements.47 Although E-
field enhancement has applications in many different biosensing applications, 
this dissertation will specifically focus on the plasmon enhanced SERS 
application. 
SERS is an extension of standard Raman spectroscopy in that the signal is 
significantly amplified with typical average enhancement factor of 106, although 
enhancements greater than 1014 have been reported under special conditions.48 
This enhancement arises when the molecules are in close proximity to a 
roughened metallic substrate in which the local electromagnetic field is 
10 
significantly magnified. Au and Ag are the most commonly used materials for 
SERS substrates due to their plasmon in the visible range. According to the 
electromagnetic mechanism, the SERS intensity can be calculated by 
I N _R J (IEJocl2) (IE!ocl
2
) (E 9) 
serso< U3d. L -IE 12 -IE 12 q. 
0 ex o em 
where N is the number of Raman molecules, ~d is the Raman cross section of 
the adsorbed molecules, IL is the intensity of the excitation laser, c~~:l;2) ex and 
c~~:l;2) em represent the field enhancement factors at the excitation and emission 
frequency. 46 When the frequency shift is small, we can combine the last two 
terms and reach to the commonly known fourth order dependency of the SERS 
signal enhancement on the E-field. Besides the field enhancement, we should 
also be aware of the amplification of the Raman cross section ~d , which is the 
result of the alteration of the system's resonances due to the metal-molecule 
charge transfer, as referred to "chemical enhancement" .49 Although both 
electromagnetic and chemical effects account for the observed enhancement in 
SERS, the former is believed to give the largest contribution (>1011) to high SERS 
enhancement,50 which is particularly supported by the fact that high levels of 
enhancement are always related to specific morphologies of nanostructures.46,51-
53 
11 
We note here that the SERS based sensing approach relies on signal 
amplification and thus offers several potential advantages over sample 
amplification based techniques like polymerase chain reation (PCR), such as 
detection limit, speed, reduced susceptibility to comtamination, ease-of-use etc. 
The key requirement for this technique is the production of SERS substrates 
with large and reproducible signal enhancement.54 Various substrates have 
been developed in the past two decades and can be generally divided into two 
major types, random and engineered chips.l6,17 An overall comparison between 
these two types of chips can be found in Table 1, with more details discussed in 
the following section. 
Section 1.3 Comparison of SERS Substrates: Random Colloids vs. Engineered 
Chips 
Random assemblies of colloidal particles such as fractal NP agglomerates are 
easy and economical to generate and can feature locations of giant E-field 
enhancement (Figure 3).55,56 Stockman et al. developed a scale-invariant theory 
of SERS enhancement in fractal aggregates, which estimated the enhancement 
factor of Raman scattering by 
12 
where R0 and Rm contain the morphology information and do is the optical 
spectral dimension which governs the properties of the optical responses of the 
fractals.56 Experimentally, fractal aggregates have demonstrated efficient SERS 
enhancement with enhancement factor of up to 1014•48 Although this type of 
random substrate has been successfully used for sensing small chemical 
molecules, their resonance wavelengths, precise spatial locations, and field 
intensity values are difficult to control. Another disadvantage specific to fractal 
nanoparticle aggregates is the fact that their mass density - and thus the hot-
spot density- decreases with increasing fractal size. 57 
Some challenging biosensing applications rely on an averaging of the Raman or 
fluorescence signal over a relatively large area, such as an entire cell or a whole 
microorganism. These applications, in particular, require nanostructured metal 
surfaces that combine high E-field enhancement with low on-chip and chip-to-
chip variability. The fabrication of these sensors asks for rational fabrication 
methods that can create strongly coupled NPs of defined morphology with 
high structural fidelity. Since the achievable E-field intensity in coupled NPs 
critically depends on their separation,53,5B-63 its maximization hinges on the 
ability to fabricate nanostructures with very narrow gaps and junctions. 
Conventional top-down lithographic methods, such as electron beam ( e-beam) 
13 
lithography or focused ion beam (FIB) techniques, show excellent 
reproducibility, but it remains difficult to generate structures with gaps below 
10 nm. As a result, the intensities that are typically observed in lithographically 
fabricated nanostructures are significantly smaller compared to those achieved 
in clusters of nearly touching colloidal particles. 
Colloidal nanoparticles can be assembled into deterministic two-dimensional 
(2D) arrays using DNA programmed assembly processes.64-66 In principle, these 
"chemical" fabrication techniques are promising strategies for overcoming the 
resolution limitations of conventional top-down fabrication approaches. In 
practice, DNA based fabrication approaches of plasmonic nanostructures still 
face many challenges. Despite recent significant advances, the efficient 
integration of metallic nanoparticles with d > 20 nm, as required for plasmonic 
applications, into extended arrays with well-defined morphologies remains 
difficult. This is partly due to the fact that the physico-chemical properties of 
DNA attached to Au nanoparticles are significantly influenced by the presence 
of the particles.67,68 The development of robust fabrication strategies for DNA 
based plasmonic structures is complicated by the current incomplete 
understanding of the exact behavior of nanoparticle tethered DNA.68 
14 
Furthermore, the high cost of functionalized DNA oligonucleotides make DNA 
based fabrication approaches elusive for many application fields. 
Long-range radiative coupling between lithographically fabricated NPs 
arranged in periodic arrays can also boost theE-field intensity (Figure 4).69-72 An 
accurate diffraction theory of periodic metal gratings was raised by Meier et al. 
as 
where !J.c is the critical grating constant, m is the grating order, i\. and cp are the 
wavelength and incident angle of incoming light and n1, nz represent the 
refractive index of the surrounding environment.73 According to this theory, 
when the diffraction light coincides with the LSP wavelength, a hybrid 
photonic-plasmonic resonance can be excited. This hybrid mode will amplify 
both the incident light and Raman emission signals. While this approach relaxes 
the need for very short interparticle separations, it comes at the expense of a 
shrinking frequency bandwidth and low spatial density of electromagnetic hot-
spots. Breaking the periodicity of lithographically-fabricated NP arrays offers a 
mechanism to manipulate their wavelength spectra/4-76 but this approach still 
faces the fundamental resolution limitations of conventional lithographic 
techniques and the intensity-bandwidth trade-off of photonic-plasmonic modes 
15 
in NP arrays. The need for reliable and easy-to-fabricate planar plasmonic 
substrates is well recognized and is reflected in significant theoretical and 
experimental activities aimed at developing rational design criteria and 
fabrication methods for NP-based structures and arrays.77-95 We have recently 
developed a combined top-down/bottom-up fabrication strategy to generate 
nanoparticle cluster arrays (NCAs). The underlying theory of the 
electromagnetic field enhancement in NCAs, the fabrication details as well as 
their applications in sensing will be fully discussed in Chapter II. 
Section 1.4 Experimental Setup for Scattering Spectra and SERS 
Measurement 
The optical system for taking dark-field scattering I SERS spectra was built on 
an Olympus BX51 WI microscope (illustrated in Figure 5). The scattered light 
collected through objectives was analyzed with an Andor Shamrock 303i 
spectrometer and recorded with a back-illuminated CCD camera (Andor 
DU401-BR-DD). The camera was cooled down to -65 °C for use, with quantum 
efficiency of 60%-90% in the range between 700 nm to 900 nm, which is optimized for 
Raman signals detection under 785 nm laser (for instance, prominent SERS peak of 
pMA is at 1077 cm-1, which corresponding to 857 nm). The turret in the 
spectrometer contains three gratings which can be easily switched with a 
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rotator. Dark-field scattering spectra were normally illuminated with a 100W 
Tungsten lamp and analyzed using the 150 lines/mm grating blazed at 500 nm. 
SERS spectra were obtained with either 600 lines/mm or 1200 lines/mm grating 
for greater resolution. The excitation laser was a fiber-coupled 785 nm diode 
laser (Innovative Photonic Solutions) with maximum power of 150 mW. The laser 
port was connected with a collimator (Thorlabs) and fixed on the microscope 
using a home-built cage system (Thorlabs). The collimated laser beam was first 
cleaned through a 785 nm laser line filter (Semrock, LLOl-785-25), and then 
injected into the objective using a dichroic (Semrock, LPD-785RU) and focused 
into the sample plane. The maximum power probed under the 40X air objective 
was around 40 mW. Light scattered off the sample was then collected via the 
same objective and filtered through the dichroic, a 803 nm long pass filter 
(Semrock LP02-785-RS) and a laser blocking notch filter (Semrock NF01-785U-25) 
before reaching the spectrometer. 
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~ Random substrates Engineered substrates 
Great E-field enhancement 
Improved reproducibility; 
Rational design approach 
allows a tuning of near- and 
Easy to fabricate; 
far-field responses; 
Advantages Giant E-field 
Morphology of the subsrates 
enhancement; 
can be adjusted to the target 
analyte; 
Integration into microfluidic 
devices possible; 
Large on chip/ chip-to-chip Fabrication can be involved 
variations; and expensive; 
Density of hot-spot The maximum field 
Problems 
decease with increasing enhancement is limited by the 
the size; resolution of the fabrication 
Lack of engineerability device; 
Table 1-1. Comparison between random and engineered SERS substrates 
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Figure 3. TEM image of a fractal cluster of silver colloids (figure is 
reproduced with permission from ref.l, Copyright 1996 American Chemical 
Society) 
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CHAPTER II 
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF NANOPARTICLE CLUSTER 
ARRAYS (NCAs) FOR PLASMON ENHANCED BIOSENSING• 
Section 2.1 Nanoparticle Cluster Arrays (NCAs): Concept and Fabrication 
Nanoparticle Cluster Arrays (NCAs) are a promising electromagnetic design 
approach that seeks to overcome some of the limitations in conventional 
plasmonic structures through simultaneous control over short- (sub-
wavelength-scale) and long-range (wavelength-scale) electromagnetic coupling. 
They are produced through a combined top-down/bottom-up fabrication 
strategy that overcomes both the spatial-resolution limitations of e-beam 
lithography and the lack of NP positioning control in random colloidal NP 
aggregates. This approach relies on using self-assembled NP clusters as 
building blocks for deterministic arrays with morphologies defined by 
nanolithographic methods. The underlying fabrication concept is to confine 
NPs to pre-defined binding sites, where they form dose-packed 2D clusters 
with typical separations among individual nanoparticles below 5 nrn. As we 
• Reproduced with permission from B. Yan, S. V. Boriskina, B. M. Reinhard, "Design and 
Implementation of Noble Metal Nanoparticle Cluster Arrays for Plasmon Enhanced 
Biosensing", The Journal of Physical Chemistry C, 2011, 115, 24437-24453. Copyright 2011 
American Chemiscal Society 
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describe in the following sections in more detail, the resulting NCAs are a 
unique class of engineered electromagnetic materials that sustain field 
enhancement on multiple length scales due to synergistic short- and long-range 
plasmon coupling inthe array. 
The fabrication of NCAs involves the combination of e-beam lithography and 
nanoparticle self-assembly (Figure lA). Unlike in the conventional direct-write 
e-beam lithography, here the e-beam is not used to directly create the metal 
nanostructures but rather to define binding sites for colloidal NPs at specific 
locations. In the second fabrication step, the surface of the created binding sites 
is charged positively, so that in the third fabrication step negatively charged 
NPs can be efficiently targeted at these locations through electrostatic attraction. 
In the final step, the e-beam generated mask is removed to release the 
completed NCA. We use thee-beam to generate a mask in the first step of the 
NCA fabrication process, but - depending on the desired throughput and 
minimum intercluster separation - other top-down fabrication methods, 
including deep-UV lithography, nanoimprint lithography, FIB, etc., can be used 
to create the mask for the NCA assembly as well. 
The individual steps for the NCA fabrication on a dielectric substrate using the 
e-beam are summarized in the following. 96,97 A quartz or glass substrate is 
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cleaned by standard cleaning method (Piranha clean). A poly (methyl 
methacrylate) resist layer (PMMA) is spincoated on the substrate and baked in 
the oven at 170 QC for 15 min to a final thickness of -180 nm. To make the 
surface conductive for e-beam lithography, a 10 nm thick Au layer is deposited 
on top of the PMMA layer. Subsequently, e-beam writing is performed in a 
Zeiss Supra 40VP scanning electron microscope equipped with an e-beam 
blanker. The conductive Au layer is removed with Au etchant solution (Au Etch 
Type TFA, Transene Company Inc.) and the written pattern is developed in a 
methyl isobutyl ketone/isopropanol solvent mix for 70 s and rinsed with 
isopropanol for 20 s. Immediately prior to use, the e-beam patterned substrate 
is incubated with an aqueous polylysine (molecular weight: 15 - 30 kDa) 
solution (2 mg/mL) for 1 hour to charge the generated binding sites positively. 
Extra polylysine is then removed by incubating the substrate in de-ionized (DI) 
water for 5 min. 
We use commercial citrate stabilized NPs (BBinternational) for the NCA 
assembly. The NPs are first incubated with a 10 mM aqueous solution of 
thiolated polyethylene glycols (PEGs; HSCI-hCH2(0C2H4)70ClliCI-hCOOH) 
overnight (Figure 1B). Then, extra PEGs are removed by washing through 
repeated centrifugation and resuspension for three times. The PEGs serve 
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multiple purposes. They charge the nanoparticles negatively (typical zeta-
potential: -47mV for 40nm Au and -56mV for 80nm Au particles), they stabilize 
the nanoparticles against agglomeration during incubation with the patterned 
substrate, and they serve as spacers between the NPs assembled on the 
substrate. In the NCA self-assembly step a concentrated solution of PEG 
stabilized NPs (for 40 nm Au NPs: ~1xl012 particles/mL) in 10 mM phosphate 
(pH=8.6) buffer containing NaCl is incubated with the patterned substrates in a 
water vapor saturated atmosphere at room temperature overnight. We found 
that the concentration of the electrolyte, NaCl in our work, is crucial to screen 
the charge of the NPs on the substrate and to achieve close packed nanoparticle 
clusters on the binding sites. The exact concentration of NaCl must be 
optimized depending on the size and shape of nanoparticles. For instance, we 
use 40 mM NaCl ford= 40 nm and 20 mM NaCl ford= 80 nm Au spheres. 
After the particle binding step, excess particles on the chip are washed away 
with DI water. The PMMA mask is finally removed through lift-off in 1-methyl-
2-pyrrolidone for 5 min to release the NCA. Representative SEM images of 
NCAs assembled from d = 40 nm, 60 nm, 80 nm Au NPs using this approach 
are shown in Figure 1C-F. 
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NCAs that are intended as substrates for SERS measurements are 02 plasma 
cleaned immediately prior to sample preparation to remove the PEG coating on 
the particle surfaces. With small modifications of the above procedure NCAs 
can also be generated on a thin Au film. 54 Additional interactions between the 
LSPs of the particles and the Au film complicate, however, the analysis of the 
near- and far-field interactions in Au film supported NCAs. We focus, therefore, 
in this chapter our theoretical analyses to NCAs generated on a dielectric 
support, unless otherwise noted. 
Section 2.2 NCA Collective Response Engineering 
The far-field spectral properties as well as the near-field enhancement factors of 
NCAs are ensemble averages resulting from the synergistic interactions of NP 
LSP resonances on inter- and intra-cluster length scales. The overall 
performance of a NCA substrate is determined by several parameters that sub-
divide into "cluster" parameters (optical properties of individual NP building 
blocks, cluster sizes and geometries) and "array" parameters (size and 
morphology of the array). The formulation of rational design rules to optimize 
and tune the optical response of NCAs requires a quantitative understanding of 
how cluster and array parameters influence their optical properties. In this 
section, we apply a 'bottom-up' strategy for tailoring the near- and far-field 
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characteristics of NCAs by investigating the effect of crucial design parameters 
one-by-one. 
2.2.1 Elementary Building Blocks 
In principle, NPs of arbitrary-shape and composition can be used as 
elementary building blocks for 2D NCAs, provided that they can be efficiently 
assembled into a patterned array. We begin our analysis of the role of the 
building block with spherical Au54,96-98 NPs because they offer the highest 
degree of control over the cluster geometry and their electromagnetic response 
can be accurately predicted and tuned via electromagnetic field simulations. In 
particular, rigorous semi-analytical solutions of Maxwell's equations for the 
light scattered from isolated or coupled nanospheres can be obtained by using 
the generalized multi-particle Mie theory (GMT).75,98-101 Although limited to 
spherical geometries, GMT - unlike more flexible ab initio numerical methods -
enables physical insight into complex scenarios of LSP mode hybridization and 
degeneracy-splitting98,102,103 as well as into radiative coupling of photonic and 
plasmonic modes in 2D or 3D arrays of arbitrary morphology_75,76, l 04,1os 
Once the NP shape is fixed, the particle sizes and inter-particle separations in 
the clusters emerge as major design parameters that determine the NP cluster 
response.54,97 We systematically screened the influence of these parameters on 
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the far- and near-field characteristics of the elementary building blocks in NCAs 
through GMT simulations (Figure 2). A comparison of the far- and near-field 
spectra of individual Au nanospheres (Figures 2A,B) shows that the far-field 
scattering efficiency (the parameter that is typically measured when 
characterizing plasmonic substrates) peaks at a larger nanoparticle size than the 
near-field intensity enhancement, which is responsible for the plasmon 
enhanced spectroscopic response in SERS, SEIRA, or SEF. Consequently, one 
has to acknowledge that maximum scattering efficiency is not synonymous 
with highest near-field enhancement. In addition, one has to consider the 
increased dissipative losses in Au in the wavelength range below 550 nm 
(Figure 2C) when choosing the building blocks for NCAs. Small particles are 
efficient absorbers and ~erefore not the best candidates as NCA building 
blocks. If all effects are considered, nanospheres with d = 70-80 nm emerge as 
the optimal elementary building blocks that combine high field intensity with 
high scattering efficiency and low absorption. 
Interparticle plasmon coupling is the single most important factor for boosting 
the near-field enhancement provided by NCAs. It has long been recognized 
that the width of the inter-particle gaps plays an important role in shaping the 
far-field scattering and near-field intensity spectra of coupled NPs.76,too,toz,to3,to6-t09 
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The effect of the gap width on the optical response of the d = 80 run Au 
nanosphere dimer is summarized in Figures 2D&E; the resonance wavelength 
of the dominant plasmon mode red-shifts and the near-field intensity increases 
with decreasing gap width in the investigated range < 20 run. The near-field 
intensity maps for the longitudinal and transverse coupled-dipole LSP modes 
in Figures 2F&G emphasize that the longitudinal mode is responsible for the 
strong E-field localization in the dimer junction. The strong exponential 
dependence of the E-field intensity of the longitudinal LSP resonance on the 
dimer gap width29,34,76 (Figure 2E) highlights the importance of creating NP 
clusters with gaps below 5 nm. Gaps in this size range are difficult to realize 
with conventional lithographic methods, but they can be generated through the 
template assisted self-assembly approach in NCAs. 
It should also be noted that LSP coupling efficiency and thus hot-spot intensity 
are reduced at very short separation due to a direct charge transfer between 
particles.35,36 We anticipate that the formations of such close contacts are 
avoided in NCAs due to the PEG layer on the NPs during the assembly process. 
We measured the thickness of the PEG layer on the NPs in solution using 
dynamic light scattering (DLS) to be approximately 3 run. Since the PEGs are a 
soft material, the actual separation between the NPs in the clusters can be 
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shorter than predicted by the PEG layer thickness in solution. Indeed, we find 
that the interparticle separations between the NP in close packed clusters lie 
below the spatial resolution of our SEM (-5 nm). Electron microscopic studies 
with higher resolution are necessary to determine the exact average 
interparticle separation between the NPs in the assembled NCAs. Similar 
studies could test if it is possible to tune the average separation of the NPs in 
the clusters and thus to optimize the intracluster coupling interactions through 
the length of the used PEGs. 
An experimental characterization of the near-field response of NP clusters 
composed of nanospheres with different d can be achieved by measuring the 
ensemble-averaged SERS enhancement factor, G, of NCAs. The factor G scales 
as the product of the E-field intensities at the pump and emission 
wavelengths.110 We used para-mercaptoaniline (pMA) as a Raman marker in 
these measurements to quantify G since it readily chemisorbs onto Au surfaces 
to form a monolayer. The SERS measurements were performed in air with a 
Renishaw Raman microscope (model RM-2000) or a homebuilt SERS 
microscope described in references.96,111 • We evaluated the SERS signal on NCAs 
composed of d = 40 nrn, 60 nrn, 80 nrn Au spheres with constant binding site 
diameter (D) but variable intercluster separation (A) fabricated on quartz. D 
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was chosen as 200 run. The corresponding SERS spectra obtained with an 
excitation wavelength of 785 nm are shown in Figure 3A. 
We used the predominant peak at around 1077 cm-1 (a1 C-S symmetric 
stretching mode) in the pMA spectra to calculate G factors for the different 
NCAs by comparing the signal strength measured on NCAs with that of pMA 
crystals. The detailed procedure of calculating G factors, which takes into 
account the differences in the filling fraction between the different NCAs and 
the number of pMA molecules attached to the Au surface, is described in 
reference.54• We emphasize that, although the experimentally determined, 
spatially averaged G factors are inevitably approximate due to simplifications 
and assumptions in the calculations, they still provide a useful metric to 
compare different SERS substrates evaluated under identical conditions. 
Figure 3B summarizes the resulting G(A) relationships for NCAs assembled 
from particles with different d. Also included are the results obtained with 
NCAs (D = 200 run) assembled from d = 40 run Au NPs on a 10 nm thin Au film 
in Figure 3B. A clear A-dependence is evident for all investigated NCAs 
discussed in more detail in section III.c. Here, we focus on the influence of d on 
G. Figure 3B shows that for constant A the ensemble-averaged enhancement 
factors increase with d (within the explored d-range).97 This is consistent with 
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our theoretical predictions based on GMT simulations. Our experimental 
results show that the G factors for d = 80 nm and d = 60 nm are on average 5, 
respectively, 3.5 times higher than for d = 40 nm. In addition, the comparison of 
the G values obtained for ( d = 40 nm) NCAs fabricated on quartz and Au shows 
that the Au support leads to a reduction of G by approximately a factor of 3.7. 
One of the most significant advantages of template assisted self-assembly 
approaches over top-down fabrication strategies is that they can take advantage 
of the superb shape and size control offered by state-of-the-art wet-chemical 
synthesis methods. A wide variety of NP shapes that are difficult or impossible 
to generate with conventional top-down methods, such as nanostars,112 
nanourchins,113 hollow nanoshell particles,29,109 or core-satellite particles97,100, can 
be used as building blocks. The choice of such a wide range of diverse NP 
shapes provides additional design flexibility and spectral tunability in NCAs. 
Especially core-satellite particles, in which multiple small NPs with diameter ds 
are tethered to one larger core particle with diameter de, are intriguing building 
blocks for NCAs as they offer new possibilities for focusing the incident light 
that are missing in individual NPs. For the sake of simplicity we analyze these 
interactions in a dimer structure with a core particle with constant diameter (de 
= 40 nm) and a satellite particle with variable diameter (ds). The separation 
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between the particles was fixed in our GMT simulations to 1 run. Although this 
separation could be shorter than the average separation in the fabricated NCAs, 
the value is a reasonable choice for investigating the effect of size-mismatch in 
core-satellite NPs in the limit of strong coupling through classical 
electromagnetic simulations. 
Figure 4A shows that nanodimers composed of size-mismatched nanospheres 
with varying diameters can be tuned to provide hot-spots across a wide 
frequency range. For the de, ds combinations shown in Figure 4A, a decrease in 
size of one of the spheres results in the blue-shift and reduction of the near-field 
intensity peak. We note, however, that our GMT simulations predict that for 
some de, ds combinations the peak E-field intensities exceed those of the size-
matched dimers by many folds. One example for this behavior is the 
combination of de = 80 run and ds = 28 run. 
We have assembled NCAs from core-satellite NPs (Figures 4B&C). For the core 
we chose a de = 40 run Au NP on which we assembled ds = 5 run and 10 run Au 
NPs. The binding site diameter was chosen as D = 200 nm, and we used an 
intercluster separation of A= 50 run.97 We measured the G factor for pMA on 
the resulting NCAs at an excitation wavelength of 785 nm. For the constant 
pump-wavelength SERS measurements the theoretically predicted blue-shift in 
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size-mismatched core-satellite NPs (when compared with clusters assembled 
from larger-size identical NPs) will result in the decreasing overlap of the dimer 
LSP resonance with the pump laser wavelength. Consistent with the predicted 
blue-shift, the measured SERS signal enhancements (Figure 4D) on NCAs 
assembled from (de= 40 nm, ds = 10 nm or de= 40 nm, ds = 5 nm) core-satellite 
NPs are lower than on NCAs assembled from spherical NCAs. We anticipate, 
however, that the core-satellite particles exhibit enhanced plasmonic activity in 
the 560-650 nm wavelength range. 
Other potentially interesting building blocks for NCAs are nanoprisms. 
Variable synthetic strategies for generating gold/silver nanoprisms have been 
reported before, most of which involve seeding/growth two processes.l14 In our 
lab, we developed a one-pot approach to make gold nanoprisms in our lab, 
followed by an enrichment of the products through gel electrophoresis. As 
illustrated in Figure 5, the nanoparticles were prepared in a two-step process by 
reducing aqueous tetrachloroauric acid (HAuC14) with sodium sulfide (Na2S). 
First, 10 mL of a 1 mM aqueous NruS solution aged for 24 h were added to 10 
mL of a 2 mM HAuC14 solution under vigorous stirring. After 5 min another 3.2 
mL of Na2S solution were added and the reaction mix was kept stirring at room 
temperature. The color of the solution changed from dark yellow to wine red in 
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the first 20 min. After stirring for 4 hours the particles were subsequently 
pegylated with a mixture of thiolated polyethylene glycols (PEGs) that were 
carboxy terminated (HSCnHn(OC2H4)60ClliCOOH). 100 uL of the 10 mM Acid 
PEG solution was added to the 23 mL reaction mix and incubated overnight. 
The particles were then loaded into a 1% agarose gel and run at a constant 
voltage of 170 V for 25 min using O.Sx Tris-Borate-EDTA (TBE) as running 
buffer. The individual bands were cut out of the gels and the particles were 
recovered from the gel by electro elution (Figure 6). 
The optical properties of those nanoprisms can be easily obtained from UV-Vis 
spectrometry and dark-field microscopy. Through a similar process, we could 
assemble the purified nanoprisms into NCAs (Figure 7). Nanoprisms have a 
strong tendency to stack, 115,116 and we found that the assembly conditions that 
lead preferentially to 2D clusters (i.e., clusters that contain only a monolayer of 
NPs) with spherical NPs, generate preferentially 3D clusters in the case of 
nanoprisms. 
2.2.2 Short-Range Coupling: The Role of Nanoparticle Cluster Size and 
Symmetry 
Another important factor governing mode coupling in NP clusters is their 
configuration, as defined by the number of NPs in the cluster and their spatial 
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arrangement. The cluster configuration imposes strict limitations on the 
number and spectral degeneracy of hybridized LSP resonances in the 
clusters.98•117-122 The template assisted NCA self-assembly approach facilitates a 
systematic variation of the cluster configuration by variation of the binding site 
shape and diameter. The effect of the binding site diameter (D) is illustrated in 
Figure 8, where we show SEM images of extracts · of NCAs fabricated with 
constant edge-to-edge separation (A) but varying D (50 nm, 80 nm, 100 nm, 130 
nm, 200 nm). The images confirm that the cluster size can be continuously 
tuned from individual NPs to large clusters through adjustment of D; the 
magnification in Figure 8F shows the hallmark of the NCAs, namely the 
junctions and crevices between the individual NPs in the clusters. 
To investigate the influence of the cluster configuration on the far-field 
scattering spectra of individual NP clusters, we combined optical scattering 
spectroscopy with a structural characterization in the scanning electron 
microscope (SEM). We first generated NP clusters of defined sizes with 
sufficiently large intercluster separation (A = 5 f.-liD) to avoid diffractive 
coupling between the individual clusters on indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass 
slides. The substrate carrying the clusters was immersed in index matching 
glycerol (nr = 1.474), sandwiched between two coverslips and transferred in an 
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optical microscope where they were characterized through clarkfield 
spectroscopy. Our experimental set-up for clarkfield spectroscopy was based on 
an upright Olympus BX51 WI. The samples were illuminated at oblique angle 
through a high numerical aperture (N.A. = 1.2-1.4) condenser using a 100 W 
Tungsten lamp. The light scattered from the clusters was collected with a 60x 
oil immersion objective (NA = 0.65). The collected light was re-imaged at the 
entrance port of an imaging spectrometer, which facilitated the selection of an 
individual cluster by adjusting the opening of the entrance slit of the 
spectrometer along one axis and through the software of the attached CCD 
camera along a second axis. The light scattered from an individual cluster was 
then dispersed through an appropriate grating and collected on the CCD 
detector. The recorded spectra were background-corrected through the light 
from a neighboring empty area on the substrate and corrected for the excitation 
profile of the Tungsten lamp by dividing through the spectrum of a whitelight 
scatterer. After the spectral characterization, the glycerol was removed from the 
samples, and the samples were transferred for inspection into the scanning 
electron microscope (SEM). For additional information regarding the 
correlation of optical spectroscopy and SEM or transmission electron 
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microscope (TEM) characterization, please refer to Y an et al.98(SEM) and Yang et 
al. 29,36 (TEM). 
The availability of both spectral and structural information for individual 
clusters enables a systematic characterization of the effect of the cluster 
configuration on its far-field scattering spectrum. The spectra of some selected 
symmetrical NP clusters assembled from d = 60 nm Au NPs are shown in 
Figure 9A; their corresponding SEM images are shown in Figure 9B-G. Overall, 
the recorded spectra exhibit a progressive red-shift with increasing number (n) 
of particles in the cluster. Furthermore, a characteristic Fano-like 
feature118,120,121,123,124 can be observed in the heptamer spectrum as a dip in the 
scattering intensity at approximately 820 nm. The Fano resonance results from 
the coupling of a superradiant bright mode (in-phase oscillation of the LSPs of 
the individual NPs) with a subradiant dark mode (dipolar resonance in the 
hexamer ring oscillating out of phase with the resonance of the central particle). 
Although the recorded far-field scattering spectra of the depicted symmetrical 
clusters (smaller than the heptamer) are similar, their attractiveness for E-field 
intensity driven spectroscopic techniques can only be evaluated by comparing 
their near-field characteristics. The results of such comparison are summarized 
in Figure 10, where we plot the GMT -calculated far-field scattering (Figures 
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10A1-Dl), and near-field intensity (Figures 10A2-D2) spectra, as well as typical 
on-resonance spatial E-field intensity patterns (Figures 10A3-D3) of 
symmetrical NP clusters of varying sizes. The simulations reproduce the 
experimentally observed red-shift of the far-field scattering spectrum as 
function of cluster size.98 The near-field intensity calculations reveal, however, 
significant differences in the performance of various symmetrical clusters. In 
particular, we can conclude that the symmetrical trimer and heptamer 
constitute exceptional NCA building blocks that provide large near-field 
intensity enhancements. Furthermore, despite some peak intensity variations, 
their E-field intensity spectra show overall little sensitivity to the polarization of 
the incident light. The latter is beneficial for engineering strong collective 
responses since it enables all the clusters in the array to interact resonantly, 
independent of their location or relative geometric orientations. The hot-spot 
intensity spectra of symmetrical tetramers and pentamers are likewise 
polarization-insensitive, yet are noticeably lower in intensity. 
A practical advantage, especially of the trimer configuration is its simple and 
symmetric structure, which makes it amenable to a preferential formation in a 
template assisted self-assembly process using spherical binding sites. Under 
assembly conditions that favor dense NP packing on the exposed binding sites, 
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the ratio of particle to binding site diameter ( d/D) determines the maximum 
cluster size.97 Through careful choice of D for a spherical particle with known d, 
it is thus feasible to preferentially form trimers. For 60 nrn particles, NCAs with 
D = 140 nrn are enriched in trirners. The D6h heptamers are also highly 
symmetric and can - in principle - be templated by spherical binding sites. Due 
to the natural width of the d-distribution in colloidal Au NCAs always contain 
some variability in the cluster sizes, and the "structural scrambling" increases 
going from the trimer to the heptamer. Although it is possible to enrich NCAs 
in heptamers, the yield is lower than for the trimers. We used commercial 
citrate stabilized Au NPs with typical coefficients of variation of the NP 
diameter of -10% in all our studies thus far. We anticipate that NPs with 
sharper size distributions will improve the cluster size selectivity of the NCA 
assembly approach in the future. 
The low polarization sensitivity of the near-field intensity spectra observed in 
Figure 10 reflects the fact that the hybridized LSP modes of symmetrical NP 
clusters are degenerate in frequency. 98•117.125 As illustrated in Figures 11&12, 
breaking of the cluster symmetry results in the appearance of additional 
resonance peaks in the cluster near- and far-field spectra due to the energy 
splitting of hybridized modes of various symmetries. Figure 11 shows the 
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evolution of the measured scattering spectra of the NP trimer with the 
transition of the cluster configuration from D3h into D~h. With the increase of the 
trimer opening angle, its spectrum continuously evolves towards a typical 
spectrum of the D~h linear particle chain, which features two well-pronounced 
resonant peaks corresponding to the longitudinal and transverse modes of the 
chain. 98,11 7 
In Figure 12 we compare the calculated far- (Figures 12A1-D1) and near-field 
(Figures 12A2-D2) frequency spectra of several asymmetrical trimers and 
tetramers; the corresponding on-resonance E-field intensity patterns are shown 
in Figures 12A3-D3. The spectra of the asymmetrical clusters feature multiple 
resonance peaks and strong polarization dependences. The observed 
wavelength selectivity and polarization sensitivity could be useful for 
applications that require the excitation of multiple plasmon modes with distinct 
resonance peaks105 or switching of the E-field maximum between pre-defined 
wavelengths on one chip.104 Comparison of the near-field intensity spectra in 
Figures 10 and 12 reveals that the asymmetrical clusters can also generate high 
intensity enhancement values, comparable to those of symmetrical trimers and 
heptamers but at longer wavelengths (and thus off-resonance with the 785 nm 
pump laser used in our experiments). 
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In the next step, we want to complement our theoretical considerations of the E-
field enhancement in specific cluster geometries with experimentally 
determined, ensemble-averaged SERS enhancement factors for different cluster 
sizes. Figure 13A illustrates how the average number of particles (nav) can be 
tuned in NCAs by choice of the binding site diameter (D). Figure 13A also 
contains the cluster size distributions for the individual D values. The 
histograms differentiate between monomers, dimers, and trimers, while all 
larger cluster sizes are simply counted as "clusters". We determined the G 
factors for different nav values for pMA on NCAs that were fabricated on glass 
slides coated with a 10 nm thin Au film. The pump wavelength in these 
experiments was 785' nm, the intercluster separation was held constant at A = 
200 nm. The obtained SERS signal enhancement as function of nav is shown in 
Figure 13B. G initially increases strongly when the cluster size is increased from 
nav = 1.3 and then peaks for nav ~ 3 NPs in (D = 100 nm, d = 40 nm) NCAs that 
are enriched in D 3h trimers (see inset in Figure 13B). If nav is further increased, 
the SERS signal enhancement drops again and then remains constant for larger 
nav. This behavior is in good agreement with our theoretical studies, which 
predict the highest E-field enhancement at 785nm in symmetrical trimers (see 
Figures 12. We note that the dominant peak in the heptamer E-field intensity 
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spectrum in Figure 12 is significantly red-shifted when compared to the E-field 
intensity maxima of the other investigated clusters. Due to its spectral shift, the 
overlap of this peak with the pump wavelength is small, and the resulting SERS 
signal enhancement is, consequently, only moderate. 
We conclude that while specific cluster geometries with n > 4 can provide peak 
E-field intensity enhancements comparable or even larger than those of clusters 
with n = 3-4, the SERS signal enhancement averaged over all cluster geometries 
in an NCA does not systematically increase for nav > 4 with the pump 
wavelength of 785 nm. The convergence of the SERS enhancement is 
highlighted by the red curve in Figure 13B. 
2.2.3 Electromagnetic Long-Range Correlations in NCAs 
Unlike in traditional NP arrays, the electromagnetic response of periodic NCAs 
is determined by two characteristic separations: the interparticle separation 
within the clusters and the intercluster separation. The interplay of the 
electromagnetic coupling within and between the clusters effectively generates 
a multiscale SERS signal enhancement, which leads to the additional boost of 
the G values observed in Figure 3. The effect of the near-field coupling between 
interacting clusters can already be observed in the simplest case of two NP 
clusters.105 The cluster modes hybridize when the intercluster separation (L) 
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approaches the cluster diameter (D), resulting in an increase of the near-field 
intensity with decreasing L. In NCAs the hybridized LSP modes of individual 
NP clusters can electromagnetically interact with each other to form hybridized 
'super-modes' that extend over the entire array. The electromagnetic coupling 
mechanism in the array changes when L approaches or exceeds the wavelength 
of light in the ambient medium. Under these conditions radiative coupling 
mechanisms dominate the interactions between the clusters and play a 
significant role in shaping the near- and far-field spectra of NCAs.75,105,126 Due to 
the existence of these synergistic interaction mechanisms, the collective NCA 
optical response can be tailored by tuning the intercluster separation (A) as well 
as the array morphology.75 It becomes possible to boost the field enhancement 
provided by the individual clusters through electromagnetic coupling between 
the clusters and through coupling of photonic modes of the array with the 
plasmonic modes in the clusters. 
Figure 14A illustrates the advantage that results from the integration of 
individual clusters into an array. The figure compares the spectrum of the 
average E-field intensity for individual isolated clusters with that of a 4x4 NCA 
containing the same clusters in a random arrangement with constant 
intercluster separation (A = 100 nm). The six cluster configurations chosen for 
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this comparison are shown in the inset to Fig. 12A and represent typical cluster 
geometries observed in (D= 200 nm, d = 80 nm) Au NCAs (see, e.g. Fig. lF). To 
obtain the individual cluster spectrum (blue line), the spectra of six individual 
clusters were first averaged over various polarization directions of the incident 
light (under normal incidence to the NCA plane). In a second step, these spectra 
were then averaged to calculate the final spectrum. The averaged NCA 
spectrum (red line) was obtained in a similar fashion by averaging both over 
random NCA geometries built from the six cluster configurations and over 
different light polarizations. We also included the E-field intensity of an 
individual NP in Figure 14A for comparison. Figures 14B&C show the spatial 
near-field intensity distributions in one array configuration at the 785 nm pump 
wavelength and for a Stokes shift of 1366 cm-1 (876.5 nm). The areas of high 
near-field intensity for both wavelengths show significant spatial overlap. 
Figure 14A confirms that the electromagnetic coupling within the array results 
in an increased average E-field intensity in NCAs. Although the field 
enhancement can be maximized and/or tuned to a specific wavelength in 
optimally-designed cluster arrays composed of identical units,l27 Figure 14A 
confirms that the synergistic enhancement effect not only plays a positive role 
in NCAs composed of quasi-randomized cluster configurations, but also results 
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in the significant broadening of the NCA intensity spectra, which is beneficial 
for SERS applications. This result is corroborated by the experimentally 
observed G(A) relationships for NCAs with constant D (200 nm) assembled 
from spherical particles with different d values. The G(A) plots in Figure 3 
show that for A < 200 nm the SERS signal enhancement increases with 
decreasing intercluster separation, independent of d or the substrate. We 
attribute this amplification of the G factors of the NP clusters in the array to an 
electromagnetic coupling between the hybridized LSP resonances of NP 
clusters once the clusters have approached each other to separations below A ::::: 
D. 
As already mentioned, long-range interactions between periodically positioned 
NP clusters in NCAs can lead to the formation of delocalized hybridized super-
modes that give rise to additional bands in the scattering spectra of NCAs. The 
far-field scattering spectra for NCAs with constant binding site diameter (D 
=200 nm) but variable intercluster separation (A = [50 nm - 200 nm]) for 
particles with d = 40 nm, 60 nm, and 80 nm in Figure 15 show two striking 
features: a high(< 700 nm) energy and a low (>700 nm) energy scattering band. 
The high energy band (located in the grey-shaded regions in Figure 15) shows a 
systematic red-shift with increasing A until it merges with the low energy band 
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at A = 200 nm. The broad low energy band arises from the NCA plasmon 
resonance, whereas the high energy band is assigned to an array grating 
resonance. Periodic arrays of Au clusters fabricated on glass act as a diffraction 
grating with grating constant L (=A D). Diffraction at this grating is 
described by the grating formula L(sin<pmc + sin8ctet) =(m/nr)A, where cpmc is the 
angle of incidence on the grating, 8ctet is the detection angle, m the grating order, 
and nr the refractive index of the surrounding. Taking into account the 
geometric details of the excitation and emission collection in clarkfield 
spectroscopy, it can be shown that the high energy bands observed in Figure 15 
can indeed be explained through diffraction.7° We observed similar grating 
resonances and plasmon resonances in NCAs fabricated on a 10 nm thick Au 
film.54 
To summarize, at short intercluster separations the cumulative near- and far-
field optical response of NCAs is a result of the intricate interplay between 
near-field couplings of NPs within clusters and between clusters throughout 
the whole array. At large intercluster separations, the radiative coupling within 
the array becomes important so that the electromagnetic response of the NCA is 
determined through an interplay of near-field coupling within the clusters and 
radiative coupling between the clusters. All of these electromagnetic 
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interactions are tunable in a rational fashion by variation of the building block 
specific (composition, d, shape) and array specific (D, A, morphology) NCA 
parameters through the introduced fabrication approaches. A synergistic 
combination of the different electromagnetic interaction mechanisms, aided by 
the developed theoretical understanding of the underlying physics, will in the 
future lead to a further enhancement of the NCA performance. 
Section 2.3 Balancing Signal Enhancement and Reproducibility 
In the development of high-performance plasmonic substrates for imaging and 
bio( chemical) sensing applications, it is equally important to provide strong 
signal enhancement and reproducibility. Especially in SERS, insufficient 
reproducibility has long been a major obstacle for the application of this 
analytical method in critical sensing applications. 12B-130 
To evaluate the performance of NCAs with regard to these two key criteria, we 
benchmarked Au film supported NCAs by comparing their SERS performance 
with that of two competing SERS substrates: 1.) 2D random (unpattemed) 
aggregates of 40 nm colloidal Au NPs and 2.) 2D periodic arrays of Au 
nanodiscs fabricated through e-beam lithography. 
The unpatterned monolayer of Au NPs was generated on the same substrates 
next to the NCAs simply by removing the photoresist from a large area in the 
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vicinity of the surface pattern during the e-beam writing step. All subsequent 
processing steps were identical to those applied to the NCAs. Nanodisc arrays 
with the same morphology as the NCAs (A= 200 nm and D = 200 nm) were 
fabricated on a 10 nm thin Au film following standard procedures.54,131 The 
SERS performances of these three different substrates were then compared 
under identical conditions. The ensemble-averaged enhancement factors (G) for 
pMA (excitation wavelength: 785 nm) on the investigated substrates and their 
representative SEM images are summarized in Figure 16. The NCAs yield the 
overall highest G values, followed by the unpatterned NP substrates, and the 
nanofabricated nanodisc array, which showed the lowest G values. 
The enhancement is higher for NCAs than for smooth nanodisc arrays due to 
the higher degree of roughness resulting from crevices, holes, and junctions 
between the NPs in the clusters and the multiscale E-field enhancement in the 
NCAs. The ensemble-averaged SERS enhancement factor of NCAs is also 
higher than those of the unpatterned Au NP substrates (2D densely packed NP 
monolayers, see the corresponding SEM image in Figure 16). This result comes 
as no surprise in view of our observation that theE-field intensity (and thus the 
SERS signal enhancement) peaks in isolated clusters with n ~ 3 and does not 
systematically increase with growing cluster size. Furthermore, the NCAs offer 
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an additional mechanism for E-field enhancement and optical spectrum 
shaping, which is missing in the unpattemed NP substrate, namely, the 
intercluster coupling. This effect enables a further increase of the E-field 
intensity enhancement provided by the NP clusters and, therefore, results in 
overall higher G values for NCAs than for the unpatterned random substrates. 
At A = 200 nm the additional gain through intercluster coupling is, however, 
still small. 
As already mentioned, another important performance characteristic, besides 
the net signal enhancement, is the reproducibility of the signal enhancement 
generated by different plasmonic substrates. We approximated this parameter 
in Figure 16 as the coefficient of variation, which is the standard deviation of G 
values measured in 12 independent measurements on three different substrates, 
expressed as a percentage of the mean G value for each type of substrates. With 
12% the coefficient of variation for NCAs is much smaller than for the 
nonpattemed colloid substrate (40%) or the periodic nanodisc arrays (55%). We 
note here that the overall low signal enhancement generated by evaporated 
nanodisc arrays results in a large coefficient of variation in their G values even 
though the discs have well defined structures. We conclude that NCAs achieve 
a good compromise between signal enhancement and reproducibility. 
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Section 2.4 NCA Applications in Sensing and Biosensing 
In the previous sections we have used the SERS spectra of pMA molecules to 
characterize the average near-field enhancement of NCAs. We have shown that 
the current generation of NCAs provides ensemble-averaged SERS signal 
enhancements of > lxl06 (Figure 3) and that these materials successfully 
combine high SERS signal enhancement and high SERS signal reproducibility 
(Figure 16). These advantageous performance parameters make NCAs in 
combination with a SERS read-out a promising analytical sensing platform that 
could enable a spectroscopic fingerprinting of various chemical and biological 
targets, ranging from individual molecules to whole cells and microorganisms. 
Owing to the fact that water molecules have very small Raman cross-sections, 
SERS can be reliably applied to biological samples and samples in an aqueous 
environment. From the beginning, our research into NCAs was inspired by the 
idea of a unified SERS sensor that can detect diverse threats of chemical or 
biological nature at low concentrations on one chip. In the following we will 
review recent work that demonstrates the usefulness of NCAs in diverse SERS 
sensing applications. 
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2.4.1 Ultra-trace Detection of Nitroaromatic Vapors 
Nitroaromatic explosives, such as 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT), are key 
ingredients of several high explosives. For mine removal or the prevention of 
terroristic attacks, reliable and sensitive technologies for the detection of hidden 
or concealed high explosives are important. One approach to locate explosives 
is based on the detection of low concentrations of their sublimated vapor in the 
surrounding of the explosive material. Often these sensing schemes target the 
TNT contaminant 2,4-dinitrotoluol (DNT) whose vapor pressure is significantly 
higher than that of TNT. Although DNT is contained with less than 1% in 
military grade TNT, it was found that the DNT concentration is 20 times higher 
than that of TNT in the headspace of TNT -based landmines.132 Consequently, 
we decided to implement an experimental strategy that maximizes the 
detection sensitivity for DNT through a combination of analyte enrichment and 
electromagnetic signal enhancement. Our aim was to achieve efficient DNT 
detection at ultra-low concentrations in the gas-phase.96 
It is well known that the formation of a stabilized Meisenheimer complex of 
DNT in a basic aqueous solution facilitates an efficient mass transfer from the 
gas-phase into a NaOH containing aqueous film on top of a SERS substrate.133,134 
We applied this "capture chemistry" to achieve an enrichment of DNT on (A= 
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100 nm, D = 200 nrn, d = 80 nrn) NCAs. In the next step, we amplified the DNT 
Raman signal though the NCA. Figure 17 A summarizes the experimental 
approach for DNT detection on NCAs using SERS. Figures 17B&C show SERS 
spectra of DNT at different concentrations (100 ppb - 10 ppt) in the gas-phase 
acquired after an incubation time of 5 minutes.96 The characteristic N02 
stretching mode of DNT at 1336 cm-1 is detectable even at the lowest 
investigated DNT concentration of 10 ppt. In most "real-world" applications 
the task will, however, not be to detect DNT in air, but to detect DNT at low 
concentrations in a complex atmosphere that contains potential interferents. To 
evaluate the performance of NCAs under these more demanding conditions, 
we quantified the sensitivity of NCAs in the presence and absence of a 
saturated atmosphere of potential interferents, including Diesel fuel, pesticides 
and fertilizers. 
Figure 18 shows the detected SERS intensity of the 1336 cm-1 band as function of 
DNT concentration in the presence and absence of the interferents in a double-
logarithmic plot. The linear form of the SERS signal intensity vs. DNT 
concentration (com) plots indicate a power-law dependence of the signal 
intensity on the DNT concentration. Although the presence of interferents 
systematically decreases the SERS signal intensity, we could still detect DNT at 
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concentrations of 10 ppt despite the complex background. We explain the 
extraordinary sensitivity of our approach for DNT in the presence of the 
background vapors through a selective enrichment of DNT in the aqueous 
N aOH film on the sensor surface. The film enriches the analyte in the vicinity of 
the NCA but, at the same time, protects the metal surface from hydrophobic 
components with high vapor pressures like the Diesel fuel. 
The detection of nitrotoluenes is not only important in the context of explosive 
detection. Some nitrotoluenes are human carcinogens and detrimental to 
wildlife. There is consequently a general need for monitoring nitrotolune 
concentrations in the environment, especially in industrial waste sides, soil, and 
groundwater. We believe that NCAs in combination with SERS are a sensor 
platform that is well suited for these challenging sensing tasks. 
2.4.2 Bacterial Pathogen Detection and Identification 
The application of NCAs in SERS sensing is not limited to small molecules. We 
have explored the applicability of NCAs to record spectra from entire 
vegetative bacterial cells. These studies were motivated by the need for the 
development of rapid bacteria identification modalities for optimizing 
treatment strategies for bacterial infections. One fundamental advantage that a 
SERS based approach would offer over other bacterial identification techniques 
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is that SERS-based bacterial detection and identification relies on signal 
amplification. This makes the technique faster than sample amplification based 
techniques, such as polymerase chain reaction (PCR). For a detailed discussion 
of the potential advantages of SERS in microbial pathogen detection and 
identification we refer here to refs41,13S-137• In the context of this feature article we 
focus on examining the overall experimental strategies for identifying bacterial 
pathogens with NCAs. 
Along with high and reproducible enhancement factors, additional design 
criteria have to be met in the development of robust SERS substrates for 
bacterial pathogen detection and identification. It is, for instance, important that 
the bacterial cells can establish a close contact with the engineered 
electromagnetic hot-spots. The SERS enhancement is strongly distance 
dependent and an insufficient contact between the metal and the bacterial 
surface will prevent the acquisition of cell-specific spectra. In order to be able 
to average the signal over the entire cell surface, it is also important that the 
SERS substrate provides a homogenous distribution of hot-spots over an area 
equal to or larger than the cell. The charge, the chemical composition, and the 
morphology of the SERS substrate all play important roles in meeting these 
additional requirements. The availability of a rational fabrication approach for 
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NCAs allows a controlled adjustment of the morphology and surface properties 
of the SERS substrate and enables an engineering of the NCA - cell surface 
interactions. It is even conceivable that the ideal NCA morphology varies for 
different bacterial cells depending on their size and clustering state. This would 
offer unique opportunities for developing selective NCA sensors that provide 
information about specific bacterial species. 
We tested NCAs as potential biosensing substrates with two gram-positive 
bacteria (Bacillus cereus (B. cereus) and Staphylococcus aureus (5. aureus)) and one 
gram-negative bacterium (Escherichia coli (E. coli)). All the bacteria were grown 
to the log phase and washed with DI water four times before drop-coating on 
NCAs for spectral characterization. Figure 19A shows an optical image of a 
monolayer of B.cereus on a NCA chip. SERS spectra of bacteria on NCAs were 
acquired using a Renishaw Raman microscope capable of -2A spatial resolution 
with a 785 nm diode excitation laser. All spectra were then taken with a SOx 
objective (N.A. = 0.8) for signal collection. The illuminated area was confined to 
2.5 x 25 1-1m2 with an incident laser power of 4.26 m W in the sample plane. On 
average, 12 B.cereus, 80 S.aureus or 62 E.coli cells were located in the detection 
area. Figure 19B shows SERS spectra from the investigated species on Au film 
supported NCAs (A=200 nm, D=200 nm, d=40 nm) and non-patterned colloid ( d 
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= 40 run) substrates.54 The non-patterned Au colloids substrates were located on 
the same chip in close vicinity to the NCA to ensure an identical experimental 
condition for both measurements. The spectra in Figure 19B are representative; 
the NCAs provided consistently stronger SERS signals of the investigated 
bacteria samples than the unpattemed Au NP film. We obtained similar results 
as the one shown in Figure 19B with NCAs that were fabricated on glass.97 
The molecular nature of the observed spectral features in bacterial SERS spectra 
remains a matter of debate.136,138-145We observe in samples prepared through 
drop-coating that NCA areas that do not contain bacteria show similar SERS 
signals as areas with bacteria, but that their signals are lower by a factor of 3-4. 
We conclude that the molecular species that give rise to the observed SERS 
signals colocalize with the bacteria, but that some fraction is also contained in 
the supernatant and thus gets distributed across the entire area of the NCA 
during sample preparation.97 
An important analytical question is whether the recorded SERS spectra of the 
individual bacteria are sufficiently characteristic to facilitate a spectroscopic 
identification. To verify the hypothesis that the recorded SERS spectra are 
vibrational fingerprints that enable to distinguish between the investigated 
bacterial species, we tested for systematic differences between the spectra of 
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B.cereus, S.aureus, and E.coli through principal component analysis (PCA).146,147 
PCA is a multivariate analysis strategy that transforms a set of spectra into a 
smaller number of uncorrelated variables called principal components (PCs). 
One advantage of the PCA approach is that similarities between complex 
spectra can be investigated in simple plots of the PC values ("score plots") of 
the recorded spectra. Figure 19C shows such a score plot in the PC2-PC3 plane 
for the investigated bacteria recorded on (A= 50 nm, D= 200 nm, d = 80 nm) 
NCAs. The SERS spectra of the different species cluster in separated areas of the 
PC2-PC3 plane and are separated by more than three standard deviations from 
each other. This observation confirms that, at least for the investigated bacteria, 
the recorded spectra contain sufficient spectral differences for a robust 
differentiation. We note in passing that the acquisition of SERS spectra and the 
subsequent data analysis can be automated and accomplished in a few seconds. 
So far we have only discussed SERS spectra acquired from a monolayer of cells 
on NCAs. We also evaluated the applicability of NCAs for single cell 
measurements by reducing the irradiated sample area.97 Using a pinhole in the 
laser beam path and a lOOx objective we created a laser spot of -1.5 f-1-m 
diameter on a film of B.cereus cells on a (A= 50 nm, D = 200 nm, d = 80 nm) 
NCA. B.cereus cells have typical dimensions of 1 f-1-m x 2 f-1-m, so that on average 
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only a single cell occupies the illuminated sample area. A representative "single" 
bacterium cell spectrum acquired under these conditions is shown in Figure 
19D. A detailed discussion of the spectrum is given in ref.97 ln the context of this 
work it is sufficient to note that the performed experiments indicate that NCAs 
provide signal amplifications that are high enough to enable single cell SERS 
studies. This capability could pave the way towards spectroscopic bacterial 
mixture resolution in the near future. 
Section 2.5 Summary and Perspective 
Nanoparticle cluster arrays (NCAs) are a class of electromagnetic materials that 
comprise NP clusters arranged in deterministic 2D patterns. These materials are 
fabricated using a template guided self-assembly approach that enables to 
position individual NPs or NP clusters of defined configurations at pre-defined 
locations.148,149 Since the individual building blocks are fabricated by wet-
chemical synthesis, the combined top-down/bottom-up fabrication strategy 
enables the creation of feature sizes ranging from ~m to chemical (sub-nm) 
length scales. The template guided self-assembly approach provides a rational 
control over the near- and far-field responses of NCAs, which can be tuned 
through NP-specific parameters (size, shape, composition) and array-specific 
parameters (cluster ~ize and shape, intercluster separation, spatial distribution 
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of the clusters). In this work we have analyzed the contribution of the most 
relevant NCA parameters in a quantitative fashion. 
NCAs sustain near-field coupling between NPs on multiple length scales 
(intracluster and intercluster separation), which generates a multiscale cascade 
field enhancement. While the average E-field enhancement of 2D NP clusters in 
NCAs peaks for cluster sizes of -3 NPs, the multiscale E-field enhancement 
between the clusters provides a strategy for boosting the E-field enhancement 
beyond the limit of the individual clusters. Furthermore, carefully designed 
array morphologies can sustain interactions between clusters on longer length 
scales and create diffractively coupled array modes. These array modes can 
interact with the localized cluster modes and provide opportunities for 
additional E-field enhancement.1so-1s6 
NCAs represent engineerable substrates for SERS, SEIRA, SEF, and other non-
linear spectroscopies that require a strong enhancement of the incident E-field. 
We have in the past focused primarily on SERS and validated that NCAs 
provide sufficient SERS signal enhancement to facilitate ultra-trace detection of 
nitroaromatic components even in the presence of a complex atmosphere. We 
have also demonstrated that NCAs enable the detection and identification of 
bacterial pathogens. Preliminary studies have shown that even single cell 
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measurements are possible. Our bacterial studies have verified that NCAs are 
suitable for whole cell SERS fingerprinting studies. The SERS signal 
amplification is strongly distance dependent. Provided a close contact between 
the cell surface and the NCA is established, the information obtained in these 
measurements stems primarily from the cell surface and those molecules that 
are attached to the surface. In the future we plan to take advantage of this 
surface specificity to investigate mammalian cells. The cell surface plays an 
important role in many human diseases, most prominently cancer, and 
quantitative molecular information about the cell surface of healthy and 
cancerous cells could provide new opportunities for biomarker research. In a 
preliminary study we have successfully differentiated cancer from non-cancer 
cells based on their SERS spectra.111 
NCAs are a platform technology with many potential applications beyond 
biosensing. The flexibility of the NCA fabrication approach makes it 
straightforward to adjust the electromagnetic response of NCAs. Building 
blocks with various optical responses can be assembled in a rational fashion to 
meet the specific requirements of a diverse application space, such as 
waveguides or light harvesting devices. To generate NCAs in a large amount 
and make the fabrication process more economical, a mask can be used to 
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transform optimized patterns onto photoresist layers through nano-imprinting 
lithography.ts7 The challenge for the future will be not only to expand the 
number of applications of the current generation of NCAs but also to explore 
entirely new material properties through integration of different materials 
(metallic and dielectric)104,15B-160 and to advance the NCAs from 2D to 3D. One 
possible route towards 3D could utilize the beauty of wet chemistry synthesis 
to assemble complex 3D nanoparticles onto predesigned locations. Nanourchins, 
nanostars or core-satellite structures are all ideal building blocks for 3D NCAs. 
Another possible approach is to stack functionalized NPs on pre-defined 
binding sites using a layer-by-layer assembly method. We believe that both 2D 
and 3D NCAs are multiscale electromagnetic materials with great potential. 
Much work still lies ahead to fully utilize it.161-164 
Section 2.6 Appendix 
Matlab code for extracting data from scattering spectra: 
clear all; 
close all; 
startdair = pwd; 
datadir_default = 'C: \ Documents and Settings\ Bo \Desktop\ PCA'; 
processing_ file= 'C: \ Documents and Settings\ Bo \Desktop \PCA'; 
datadir = uigetdir( datadir_default); 
cd(datadir) 
filenames= ls('*.asc'); 
numfiles = size(filenarnes,l); 
%%%Read in%%% 
for i = 1 :numfiles 
filenames(i,:) 
test= load(filenames(i,:)); 
data_x(:,i) = test(:,1); 
data_y1(:,i) = test(:,2); 
clear test 
end 
for i = 1 :numfiles 
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max_data_y1(i)= max(data_y1(:,i)); 
norm_data_y1(:,i) = data_y1(:,i)/max_data_y1(i); 
end 
%%% Now saving the relevant information .... %%% 
savefile = 'SERS data'; 
savedir = datadir_default; 
cd(savedir) 
[savefile,savedir] = uiputfile({'*.mat; *.fig' ,'All Files (*.*) '}, 'Save your 
data:',savefile); 
cd(savedir) 
datafile =path; 
savelnfo = strcat(savedir,savefile); 
info= struct('datadir ',datafile, 'savelnfo',savelnfo); 
save(savefile,'data_x','data_y1','filenames'); 
homedir = 'D: \ E~NeEO\Microscope \ '; 
cd(homedir); 
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Figure 1. NCA fabrication. (A) Fabrication flow chart of the NCAs (B) Au NPs 
used for NCA assembly are functionalized with a monolayer of short PEG 
molecules. (C) Overview SEM image of a resulting NCA and magnified images 
of NCAs assembled with (D) 40nm, (E) 60nm, and (F) 80nm Au NPs. 
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Figure 2. NCA building blocks: tuning the optical response of individual and coupled 
nanospheres. (A) Far-field scattering efficiency, (B) electric field intensity 
enhancement and (C) absorption efficiency of a single Au NP as function of the 
particle radius and wavelength under illumination by a plane wave. (D) Polarization-
averaged scattering efficiency and (E) the near-field intensity enhancement (for the 
incident field polarized along the dimer axis) of an 80 nm Au nanosphere dimer as a 
function of the dimer gap width and wavelength. Spatial maps of the electric field 
intensity on the dimer with a 1 nm gap for the incident field polarization (F) along 
and (G) across the dimer axis. 
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dimer as a function of the satellite diameter ds (shown as labels) and 
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Figure 6. (A) Discrete red band and green band after gel electrophoresis. (B) 
UV-Vis absorption spectra and SEM images of the products before gel 
electrophoresis (C), red band (D) and green band (E) after gel electrophoresis. 
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Figure 8. Collective response engineering: the role of the NP cluster size. 
SEM images from NCAs assembled with constant edge-to-edge separation 
(i\ = 200 nm) but varying binding site diameter: D = 50 nm (A), 80 nm (B), 
100 nm (C), 130 nm (D) and 200 nm (E). A magnified image of an individual 
cluster of 40 nm Au NPs is shown in (F). 
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Figure 9. (A) Experimental darkfield scattering spectra of Au NP clusters 
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Figure 10. NCA building blocks: the role of symmetry in the NP cluster 
response. (A1-D1) GMT -calculated polarization-averaged scattering 
efficiencies and (A2-D2) polarization-sensitive near-field intensity 
enhancement (over the free space value) spectra of symmetrical trimer 
(A1,A2), tetramer (B1,B2), pentamer (C1,C2) and heptamer (D1,D2) NP 
clusters. The clusters are composed of 80nm-diameter Au nanospheres with 1 
nm inter-particle separation immersed in the ambient medium with nr= 1.44, 
and are illuminated by a plane wave incident either normally to the cluster 
plane (A2-D2) or at 54° degrees to normal (A1-D1). (A3-D3) Typical electric 
field intensity distributions around each cluster calculated at the wavelength 
of the corresponding main peak in the cluster intensity spectrum. 
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Figure 12. NCA building blocks: the role of asymmetry in the NP cluster response. 
(A1-D1) GMT-calculated polarization-averaged scattering efficiencies and (A2-D2) 
polarization-sensitive electric field intensity enhancement (over the free space value) 
spectra of asymmetrical NP clusters: a trimer with 90° opening angle (A1, A2), a 
trimer with 110° opening angle (B1, B2), a tetramer with 108° opening angle (C1, C2) 
and a linear chain - a trimer with 180° opening angle (D1,D2). The clusters are 
composed of 80nm-diameter Au nanospheres with 1nm inter-particle separation 
immersed in the ambient medium with nr = 1.44, and are illuminated by a plane 
wave incident either normally to the cluster plane (A2-D2) or at 54° degrees to 
normal (A1-Dl). (A3-D3) Typical electric field intensity distributions around each 
cluster calculated at the wavelength of the corresponding main peak in the cluster 
intensity spectrum. 
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Figure 14. Collective response engineering: the role of long-range coupling in NCAs. 
(A) Simulated frequency spectra of the electric field intensity enhancement (over the 
free space value) averaged over isolated nanoparticle cluster geometries shown in the 
inset (blue) and clusters arranged into random 4 x 4 NCA configurations (red). The 
clusters are composed of 80nm-diarneter Au nanospheres with 1 nm inter-particle 
separation immersed in the ambient medium with nr= 1.44, and are illuminated by a 
plane wave incident normally to the cluster plane. The intensity values are averaged 
over various angles of the in-plane light polarization (blue and red) and over 
different clusters within NCAs (red). Intensity enhancement for a single 80 nm Au 
nanoparticle is shown for comparison (navy) . (B) & (C) Near-field intensity 
distributions in a typical NCA configuration at two wavelengths: (B) 785 nm and (C) 
876.5 nm. 
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Figure 15. Far-field scattering spectra of NCAs (D = 200 nm) assembled with 
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mark the high energy regions of the spectra (see text). 
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Figure 17. NCA enabled ultra-trace SERS detection of DNT. (A) Experimental 
approach: NCAs wetted with NaOH mist are exposed to DNT vapor of a 
defined concentration; (B) SERS spectra of DNT exposed NCAs as function of 
DNT concentration (100 ppb - 10 ppt); (C) Magnification of the 150, 50 and 10 
ppt spectra as well as the background. The star in (C) indicates the 
characteristic NOz stretching mode at 1336 cm-1 • 
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Figure 19. NCA functionality: SERS fingerprinting of bacterial pathogens 
using NCAs. (A) SERS spectra of S. aureus, E. coli, and B. cereus recorded on 
NCAs (blue) and on non-patterned Au NP films (red). (B) Score plot in the 
PC2-PC3 plane for B. cereus, S. aureus and E. coli samples on (A = 50 nm, D = 
200 nm, and d = 80 nm) NCAs. The rings included correspond to one, two 
and three standard deviations from the cluster mean. (D) "Single bacterium" 
SERS spectrum of B. cereus measured using a laser irradiated spot of 1.5 urn 
in diameter at 0.03 mW. The inset contains an image of the laser spot. 
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CHAPTER III 
IDENTIFICATION OF TUMOR CELLS THROUGH SERS PROFILING OF 
CELLULAR SURFACE* 
Section 3.1 Introduction 
Conventional histopathological cancer diagnostics have recently been 
complemented by advanced imaging techniques to locate tumors, such as X-ray 
computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), or positron 
emission tomography (PET). CT and MRI recognize changes in the tissue 
morphology resulting from an abnormal cell growth, whereas PET detects areas 
of increased cellular activity indicative of malignant tumors.165 While CT, MRI 
and PET have led to significant advances in cancer diagnostics, research and 
therapy, the false results in the diagnosis of some cancers such as prostate 
cancer remains high.l66 This is especially true for early stages of the disease. To 
further improve diagnostic reliability and detection sensitivity, ideally to a level 
that precancerous lesions can be detected, novel chemical imaging and sensing 
• (Reproduced with permission from B. Yan and B. M. Reinhard, "Identification of Tumor Cells 
through Spectroscopic Profiling of the Cellular Surface Chemistry", The Journal of Physical 
Chemistry Letters, 2010, 1, 1595-1598, Copyright 2010 American Chemiscal Society) 
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modalities are required that enable a diagnosis based on quantifiable and 
cancer specific molecular signatures.167,I6s 
A key challenge is to identify appropriate molecular cancer biomarkers and to 
develop the corresponding sensors that allow the detection of these biomarkers 
with high sensitivity.169 One promising target for cancer diagnostics is the cell 
surface. Changes in the composition of the lipid bilayer, 170 cell surface 
glycoproteins171 and glycolipids172 and morphology173 of the cell surface are all 
indicated to play important roles in carcinogenesis. To improve cell surface 
based molecular cancer diagnostics, entirely new approaches are sought that 
provide quick insight into the composition of the plasma membrane and the 
glycoprotein coating (glycocalyx) of intact cells without the need of complicated 
sample preparation. Many of the above requirements could be met by an 
optical spectroscopy that provides molecular specific information about the 
surfaces of entire cells. 
The method of choice for this application is surface enhanced Raman 
spectroscopy (SERS)43,174-176• This vibrational spectroscopy relies on the 
amplification of Raman cross-sections through noble metal nanostructures 
which effectively enhance the incident electromagnetic field. The rational of our 
experimental approach is that due to the distance dependence of the signal 
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enhancement - only molecules within -10 nrn of the metal surface contribute to 
the signal177,178- SERS enables to selectively probe the composition of the surface 
of a cell resting on a nanostructured metal substrate. Different from 
conventional Raman spectroscopy that provides molecular information of the 
entire cell179-184, SERS interrogates selectively the nanoparticle-cell interface. 
SERS could therefore potentially enable a spectroscopic identification of tumor 
cells based on cell surface specific molecular features. 
Section 3.2 Experimental Methods 
Cell Culturing and Sample Preparation. 
Tumor cell lines MCF7 (breast cell), PC3 (prostate cell) and non-tumor cell lines 
MCF10A (breast cell), RWPE1 (prostate cell) were cultured in 25 cm2 cell culture 
flasks following the supplier's instructions (ATCC). The cells were detached 
from the flask surface with non-enzymatic EDTA solution at 3TC for 5 min. 
Then the suspended cells were washed with Hanks' buffer by centrifugation 
and resuspension for three times. In a final centrifugation step the cell 
suspension was concentrated to a volume of approximately 20 1-1L. 10 uL of this 
solution was pipetted onto a SERS chip and dried for 10 min. For background 
measurements, the respective supernatant from the final 20 uL solution was 
deposited onto the substrate. SERS chips were prepared through drop-coating 
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of 40 run Ag colloid (lxl012 particles/ mL) on a silicon wafer and used 
immediately. 
SERS Measurements 
All SERS measurements were performed on an upright microscope (Olympus 
BX51WI) equipped with a 300 mm focal length imaging spectrometer (Andor 
Shamrock 303i) and a back-illuminated CCD camera (Andor ldus) optimized 
for the Near-Infrared (peak quantum efficiency > 90% at 785 run). A 600 
lines/mm grating with a blazing wavelength of 750 nm was used. The excitation 
laser was a 785 nm diode laser (Innovative Photonic Solutions). After passing 
through a 785 run laser line filter (Semrock, LLOl-785-25), the laser light was 
injected into the objective using a dichroic (Semrock, LPD-785RU) and focused 
into the sample plane by a 40x air objective (numerical aperture (NA) = 0.65). 
The laser power at the sample was 21.5 mW (corresponds to 0.004 mW/1-..1-m2). 
Light scattered off the sample was collected by the same objective and filtered 
by the dichroic and an additional 803 run long pass filter (Semrock, LP02-785-
RS). The active area for recording SERS spectra was limited by a slit in the 
entrance port of the spectrometer to 2 1-..1-m x 78 1-..1-m. Typically 4-5 cells filled this 
region. Ten individual acquisitions with 2s integration time were accumulated 
for each spectrum. 
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Data Analysis. 
Data processing was performed using home-written Matlab (version 2007B) 
analysis codes. First, the spectra were baseline corrected by subtraction of a 
linear fit to the baseline of the spectrum and normalized by dividing the 
spectrum through the peak intensity of the most intense band. Principal 
component a~alysis (PCA) was performed using the PCA implementation in 
the Matlab statistical toolbox. 
Section 3.3 SERS spectra comparison between tumor cells and non-tumor 
cells 
To test this hypothesis we performed SERS of tumor and non-tumor breast 
(MCF7; MCFlOA) and prostate (PC3; RWPEl) cell lines on Ag nanoparticle 
agglomerate substrates. A dilute solution of washed cells that were detached 
from culture plates by non-enzymatic ethylenediamine-tetraaceticacid (EDTA) 
solution was pipetted on the substrate and dried. Figure 1 shows a 
representative optical image and scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of 
prostate cells on a SERS substrate. After a cluster of> 4 cells was localized on 
the SERS chip in the optical microscope, a SERS spectrum was recorded. 
Figures 2Al and Bl show SERS spectra of tumor (red) and non-tumor (blue) 
breast and prostate cells. Each spectrum is an average of 36 individual 
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measurements of three independent experiments. A detailed list of the 
individual bands is given in Figure 3. In Figure 2Bl we also included averaged 
background SERS spectra (36 measurements) from the supernatant of the 
prostate cells acquired under identical conditions. Although the background 
shares some spectral features with the cell surface due to cellular debris in the 
solution, the signal intensities from the cells is much higher, confirming that the 
recorded signals are cell specific. 
Since the major building blocks of the investigated cell surfaces are identical, 
the recorded cell surface spectra in Figures 2Al and Bl share many common 
spectral features. Subtle differences can arise, for instance, from differences in 
the relative .contribution of the individual cell surface components. To verify 
and quantify these differences, we analyzed the recorded spectra with principal 
component analysis (PCA). The latter is a mathematical procedure in which a 
set of correlated variables (in this case the spectra) is reduced to a smaller set of 
uncorrelated variables (principal components (PCs)) which display as much of 
variation in the data as possible.185 The PC values - so called scores - for the 
individual measurements in a data set provide a quantitative metric to detect 
differences between complex spectra. 
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Figures 2A2 and B2 show score plots in the three-dimensional PC spaces which 
achieve the best separations of the recorded data for the respective cell line 
pairs. For breast and prostate cell lines, PCA leads to a clustering of tumor (TC) 
and non-tumor (NTC) cells in different, non-overlapping regions of the PC 
space. We also performed PCA for the whole data set without distinguishing 
between the different cell types and still obtain a clear separation of TCs and 
NTCs (Figure 4). These observations indicate general cell-type independent 
spectral differences between TCs and NTCs that enable a robust and reliable 
separation despite fluctuation in the SERS enhancement provided by the 
random SERS substrates used. 
To identify the spectral features that are most relevant for the spectral 
differentiation of TCs and NTCs we analyzed the loading spectra of those PCs 
along which the clusters separate most clearly. The relevant PCs are PC3 for the 
breast and PC4 for the prostate cells. The loading spectra of these PCs are 
plotted in Figures 2A3 and B3. In both cases the 722 cm-1 band dominates and 
has the highest absolute contribution to the PC. This finding indicates that 
cancer specific changes in the cell surface chemistries, which are independent of 
the cell source (breast or prostate), cause the intensity differences in the 722 cm-1 
band. A detailed analysis reveals that changes in the spectral intensity of the 
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722 cm-1 band are anti-correlated with changes in the 655 cm-1 band, which is 
another prominent feature in all recorded spectra. In fact, the evaluation of the 
band intensity ratio R = 1722/1655 is sufficient to differentiate between the TCs and 
NTCs as shown in Figure 5. At least for the cell lines investigated in this work, 
R represents a metric that is easy to quantify and sufficient to discriminate 
between TCs and NTCs. The R threshold values to discriminate between tumor 
and normal cell lines were R = 0.74 for breast and R = 1.12 for prostate cell pairs. 
An important question is the molecular origin of the 722 cm-1 and 655 cm-1 
bands. We cannot exclude that during the sample preparation some DNA, 
which has a characteristic band close to 722 cm-1,186 is released. However, the 
DNA band is significantly shifted and can be differentiated in our experimental 
set-up (Figure 6). Furthermore, control experiments with plasma membranes 
from lysed cells also show a strong 722 cm-1 band (Figure 7). This observation 
indicates that the 722 cm-1 band arises from molecular species located at cell 
surface, and we assign this band to the C-N bond of quaternary ammonium 
groups in phosphatidylcholines and sphingomyelins,187 which are the main 
components of the membrane lipid bilayer. Consistent with this interpretation 
the 953 cm-1 band of choline is also stronger for NTCs than for TCs.187 
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The 655 cm-1 band which is stronger in theTC spectra can be assigned to the C-S 
stretch mode in cysteines188 and is also commonly observed in the Raman 
spectrum of sialic acids. 189 Malignant tumor cells commonly overexpress cell 
surface proteins which are often glycosylated. Considering the strong distance 
dependence of the SERS effect, a higher density of glycoproteins on the surface 
of TCs, where they effectively act as spacers between the lipid bilayer and the 
Ag nanoparticles, can account for the relative intensities of the 722 cm-1 and 655 
cm-1 bands in the SERS spectra of TCs and NTCs. This model is consistent with 
recent mechanical studies of the cell surface using AFM by Iyer et al,173 which 
revealed that cancer cells exhibits thicker brush-type structures on their surface 
than their healthy counterparts. 
Section 3.4 Proceeding and prospective 
In the past two years, a couple of studies have been reported that applied SERS 
for the detection of breast cancer cells190, prostate cancer cells191 or circulating 
tumor cells in peripheral blood192 etc. Nanoparticles were functionalized in 
these studies with antibodies and Raman dyes to label overexpressed surface 
components in cancerous cells. Despite potential advantages of SERS tags over 
fluorescent dyes, the diagnostics of cancer cells with SERS labels are still limited 
by the need for reliable biomarkers.193 Establishing a strategy to detect and 
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identify cancer cells based on subtle differences in the cell surface composition 
remains an important task since it could enable the discovery of new 
biomarkers. Our work has indicated that SERS has significant potential for the 
label-free characterization of entire cellular surfaces. 
Several label-free SERS measurements for cancer detection emerged after our 
original publication in the year 2010.111 They applied SERS measurements on 
more realistic samples (patients blood serum194 and saliva195) and also proposed 
to differentiate cancer samples from normal samples through SERS peak 
intensity ratios. Interestingly, the blood serum tests identified two target peaks 
(638 cm-1 and 725 cm-1) that were similar to our work (635 cm-1 and 722 cm-1). 
The relative intensity ratio (lns/163s) was higher in cancer serum than in normal 
samples, which is the opposite of our finding from cancer cell samples. The 
authors also gave the tentative assignments to those peaks: the peak at 638 cm-1 
was assigned to tyrosine and the 725 cm-1 peak was assigned to adenine. 
Regardless of the origin of 638 cm-1 peak in this work, we should note here that 
adenine is less probable to be the origin of the 722 cm-1 peak in our case, since 
multiple papers have demonstrated a dominate SERS peak of adenine 
molecules at over 730 cm-1•196-199 In the SERS measurements on saliva samples, a 
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more general PCA was applied to illustrate SERS spectral differences between 
cancer and normal samples, without peak ratio comparisons.195 
Independent of the exact molecular nature of the observed spectral differences, 
our in vitro SERS studies demonstrate that the cell surface chemistry of the 
investigated TCs and NTCs contains sufficient differences for a reliable 
spectroscopic differentiation using SERS. The intensity ratio (R) of the marker 
bands 722 cm-1 and 655 cm-1 was sufficient to differentiate between TCs and 
NTCs. We only investigated two different pairs of tumor and non-tumor in 
vitro cell lines; our work therefore motivates further systematic studies using a 
larger set of in vitro cell lines and cancer tumor tissue to verify if this approach 
is generally applicable.190,193-195,200-202 Remote SERS sensing through optical fibers 
has been demonstrated and endoscopic in vivo SERS imaging modalities are 
currently under development/03-206 potentially paving the way to a SERS based 
molecular cancer diagnostics in vivo. 
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Section 3.5 Appendix 
Matlab code for SERS data import, baseline correction and PCA analysis: 
clear all; 
close all; 
startdair = pwd; 
datadir_default = 'C: \Documents and Settings\ Bo \Desktop'; 
processing_file = 'C: \Documents and Settings\ Bo \Desktop'; 
datadir = uigetdir( datadir_default); 
cd( datadir) 
filenames= 1s('*.asc'); 
numfiles = size(fi1enames,1); 
%%% Read in %%% 
fori= 1:numfi1es 
test= 1oad(filenames(i,:)); 
data_x(:,i) = test(:,1); 
data_y(:,i) = test(:,2); 
clear test 
end 
%%%linear fitting%%% 
tempx(:,1) = data_x(:,1); 
tempy(:,:) = data_y(:,:); 
[L1,L2]=size(tempy); 
fori= 1:L2 
vectory = tempy(:,i); 
vectorx = tempx(:,1); 
1= 1; 
k=O; 
while 1 > k 
1 = 1; 
k = 1; 
p=po1yfit(vectorx( :,1) ', vectory( :,1) ',1 ); 
f(1,:)=po1yva1(p,vectorx(:,1)'); 
[Length2,Length1] = size( f); 
for j=1:Length1 
if vectory(j,1)< f(1,j) 
temp2y(l,1) = vectory(j,1); 
temp2x(l,1) = vectorx(j,1); 
1=1+ 1; 
else k = k+1; 
end 
end 
clear vectory; 
vectory = temp2y; 
clear vectorx; 
vectorx = temp2x; 
clear temp2y; 
clear temp2x; 
clear f; 
end 
finalp(:,:,i) = p; 
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fittingline = data_x(:,1).* finalp(1,1,i) + finalp(1,2,i); 
tempfit_y(:,i)= data_y(:,i)-fittingline(:,1); 
least= min(tempfit_y(:,i)); 
fit_y(:,i)= tempfit_y(:,i)-least; %remove all negtive values0/c> 
clear p least fittingline; 
end 
clear j; 
%%%PCA%%% 
[pc,score,latent,tsquare ]= princomp(fit_y1); 
figure%0fc,%plot PCl vs PC2%%% 
hold on 
plot( score(l: 12,1 ),score(l: 12,2), I r*1); 
plot( score(l3:24,1 ),score(13:24,2),'b* 1); 
plot(score(25:36,1 ),score(25:36,2), I g*'); 
plot(score(37:48,l),score(37:48,2),'i·'); 
hold off 
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(A) 
Figure 1. (A) The field enhancement generated in the vicinity of Ag 
nanoparticles enables to record vibrational spectra of cell surfaces using 
Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS). (B) Optical clarkfield back-
scattering images of PC3 cells on an Ag nanoparticles substrate. SEM images 
of individual cells on an Ag nanoparticles substrate from top view (C) and 
sideview (D). Scale bars correspond to 5 1-1m in (B) and 2 1-1m in (C) and (D). 
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Figure 2. SERS Spectra (Al&Bl), PC plots (A2&B2) and loading spectra 
(A3&B3) of tumor (red) and non-tumor (blue) breast (A) and prostate (B) cell 
lines. The dashed lines in Bl show the background SERS signal from the cell 
supernatant. The SERS spectra in Al&Bl are the averages of 36 
measurements of 3 independent experiments, the PC plots in A2&B2 contain 
the individual measurements. 
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Figure 3. Band labeled SERS spectra of the investigated cell lines. 
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Figure 4. Principal component analysis of entire data set (36 measurements 
for each cell line). Data points from non-tumor cells are blue and from 
tumor cell lines are red. 
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Figure 6. SERS spectra of double stranded DNA using colloidal silver 
nanoparticles as SERS substrate. The 5' to 3' sequence of the thiolated 
strand was: HS-A AAA AAA AAA CTC ACG CTA CGA CTG ACA CC 
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Figure 7. SERS of plasma membrane of lysed RWPEl cells. A fluorescence image of 
mechanically lysed RWPEl cells in which the DNAs were stained by Hoechst 33342 dye 
(green areas) and the plasma membranes were stained by wheat germ agglutinin, Alexa 
Fluor 594 conjugate (red areas). The white rectangle marks an area that contains only 
plasma membrane but no DNA The SERS spectrum of this area is shown in (B) . The 
spectrum contains both the 722 cm-1 and 655 cm·1 bands which confirms that these bands 
are membrane specific. 
The details of the cell preparation were as follows: The cells were incubated for 10 min 
with Hoechst 33342 dye which selectively stains DNA and cell-impermeant Alexa Fluor 
594 conjugate which selectively stains N-acetylglucosamine and N-acetylneuraminic 
(sialic) acid and washed twice with Hanks' salt buffer before detachment from the flask 
surface through EDTA The cells were washed with Hanks' buffer and then resuspended 
in 100f1.L of water and mechanically lysed through sonication. Then the cells were washed 
another three times with Hanks' buffer. In the final step the cells were resuspended in 
about 20 flL of Hanks' buffer, transferred on the silver nanoparticle substrates and dried. 
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CHAPTER IV 
MONITORING ENZYMATIC DEGRADATION OF PERICELLULAR 
MATRICES THROUGH SERS STAMPING* 
Section 4.1 Motivation 
The plasma membrane of mamm9lian cells defines the boundary between the 
cell interior and the exterior and, therefore, the fundamental "building blocks"· 
of higher organisms. Since the activities of individual cells needs to be 
coordinated in higher organisms, efficient mechmi.isms for cell communication 
and regulation have evolved. These biochemical regulation mechanisms are 
aided by surface-specific proteins, transmembrane proteins, glycoproteins and 
glycans. Together with lipids and other components of the plasma membrane, 
these cell surface functionalities define the "cell surface chemistry". 
Perturbations of this chemistry are often associated with serious diseases, most 
prominently cancer.207 Consequently, there is significant interest in analytical 
methods that can identify disease related abnormalities in the cell surface 
chemistry and make them amenable as biomarkers in research and 
diagnostics.t69,2os,209 
Reproduced by permtsswn of The Royal Society of Chemistry 
http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2012/nr/c2nr30747b 
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Due to its complex composition the cell surface poses significant analytical 
challenges.210 The conventional approach in cell surface diagnostics is to analyze 
the individual components one-by-one, for instance by mass spectroscopy.211 
This method requires the selective extraction of the components of interest, for 
instance, transmembrane proteins or lipids, which often proves to be difficult 
and time-consuming. To avoid membrane extraction altogether, special assays 
have been developed to study individual cell surface moieties, such as 
glycans, 212 membrane bound proteins, 213 and lipids in an intact membrane using 
optical labels. These assays are useful research tools for specific surface species 
and provide valuable information about their spatial distribution, but they are 
limited in scope and do not facilitate a systematic surveying of the entire cell 
surface chemistry. 
Label-free analytical approach that can screen for unknown changes in the 
entire cell surface chemistry would greatly alleviate the identification of new 
biomarkers and could eventually facilitate the detection of patterns of 
correlated changes that arise from simultaneous modifications of multiple cell 
surface components. One potential candidate for this challenging sensing task is 
surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS).43 SERS is a label-free, fast, and 
non-destructive vibrational spectroscopy which requires little to no sample 
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preparation.136 Different from Infrared Spectroscopy (IR) water has a very small 
Raman cross-section, a characteristic that makes the method suitable for 
analysis of living cells in solution.214 On top of all of these advantageous 
performance characteristics, which SERS shares with conventional Raman, 
SERS has additional unique properties that make it the method of choice for a 
spectral characterization of the cell surface chemistry.215 It is well-established 
that intrinsically low molecular Raman cross-sections can be enhanced by many 
orders of magnitude (103 - 1012) in the evanescent E-field in the vicinity of a 
nanostructured metal surface.50 The signal enhancement results from a resonant 
amplification of the incident and scattered radiation fields through the surface 
plasmon resonances of the nanoparticles.16A8,216 The SERS signal scales 
approximately with the fourth power of the E-field,216 which results in a strong 
distance dependence of the signal amplification effect. Only the signal of those 
molecules located within < 5 nm away from the surface are amplified. The high 
signal enhancement together with the strong distance dependence of the signal 
amplification suggest SERS as a platform for acquiring surface specific 
vibrational spectra of cells in direct contact with the SERS substrate. 
SERS is, however, not free of complications. The signal amplification through 
the nanostructured metal surface comes at a price. Previous studies have 
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observed considerable spectral fluctuations even for relatively simple 
molecules.217-220 Molecular interactions between the analyte and the substrate, as 
well as point-to-point fluctuations in the E-field intensity due to heterogeneities 
in the nanostructured metal surface are sources of additional variability when 
compared with conventional Raman.217 These signal fluctuations can be 
expected to increase in biological systems. Cells exhibit natural cell-to-cell 
variations in the cell surface phenotype. Especially for cancer cells, which are 
known to show a high degree of genetic and epigenetic variability, 221-223 it is 
possible that the cell surface structure and composition differs significantly 
between individual cells and even between different locations on one cell. SERS 
signal fluctuations due to heterogeneities in the cell surface, the SERS substrate, 
and the cell-metal surface interactions make robust data acquisition approaches 
in combination with statistical data analysis strategies indispensable for the 
identification of common molecular features in an ensemble of cells. We 
implement in this manuscript a "SERS stamp" and demonstrate that this 
approach - in connection with a barcode data analysis146 - enables to detect the 
enzymatic degradation of major components (hyaluronic acid and chondroitin 
sulfate) of the pericellular coat of living MCF7 breast cancer cells.224 
Section 4.2 Experimental strategy 
4.2.1 Fabrication of SERS stamps 
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The SERS stamps were fabricated using standard photolithography procedures. 
Briefly, the photoresist (AZ 1813) was spin-coated on a 4" silicon wafer to form 
a ~ 1.5 ~m thick layer. The wafer was then exposed to 365 nm UV light through 
a predesigned mask to form periodic squares on the surface. The squares had 
dimensions of 100 ~m x 100 ~m and a separation of 2 mm from each other. 
After development, the wafer was etched by ~60 ~m through deep reactive ion 
etching (etching/passivation: SF6/C4Fs) creating quadratic pistons with 100 ~m 
edge length and 60 ~m height. Subsequently, the photoresist on the pistons was 
removed with acetone. In the last step the wafer was diced into 2 mm x 2 mrn 
chips, each containing one piston in their center. 
Gold nanorod arrays on the stamp were generated by oblique angle metal 
deposition.225 The silicon chips were first cleaned in piranha solution (3:1 
lliS04:H202) for 30 min at 70 QC followed by 3 times wash with DI water and 
blow dried with N2. Then 5 nm Cr _and 50 nm Au film was deposited on the 
chip surfaces at normal incidence angle. After this base layer had been formed, 
the chips were fixed on a substrate holder at an angle of 84Q. Deposition of more 
metal at this angle of incidence led to the formation of well aligned gold 
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nanorod arrays in a shadowing growth mechanism.225,226 The deposition of gold 
was stopped when the length of the nanorods reached about 500 nrn as 
indicated by a thickness monitor. The final SERS stamps were then stored in 
vacuum and plasma cleaned right before usage. 
4.2.2 Cell growth and sample preparation 
Breast tumor cell lines MCF7 were cultured on quartz cover slides (22 x 22 x 
0.25 mm thick) in Eagle's Minimum Essential Medium following the supplier's 
instructions (ATCC). When the cells had grown to a 70% - 80% confluency 
(normally four days after cell passage), the slides were washed three time with 
Hanks' buffer (Invitrogen) to remove all of the carbohydrates and proteins in 
growth medium. Next, 10 mL of bovine testes hyaluronidase (Sigma H3506) 
solution in Hanks' buffer (pH 6) was added to incubate with the cells at 37QC 
for 5-30 min. The enzyme was used at concentrations of 10 U/mL (corresponds 
to 17 1-1-g/mL) and 600 U/mL (corresponds to 1 mg/mL). The cells were then 
washed 3 times with Hanks' buffer and mounted upside-down on a sample 
holder for SERS measurements. The cells of the controls were incubated in 
Hanks' buffer (pH 6) for 10 min and then washed with Hanks' buffer before 
recording SERS spectra. 
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4.2.3 Immunolabling HA with functionalized nanoparticles 
The 40 nm gold nanoparticles were pre-functionalized with propargyl-PEG-
anti-biotin as described in our earlier work.227 MCF7 cells were cultured on 
silicon chips and treated with hyaluronidase (10 U/mL, 600 U/mL in Hanks' 
buffer) before fixed with 4% formaldehyde solution. Then the cell chips were 
washed with 1x PBS and blocked with 1% BSA (in PBS buffer) for 1 h at room 
temperature. After that the cells were washed again with PBS and incubated 
with 50 f.lg/mL anti-HA antibody (Abeam ab53842) at 4QC overnight. The excess 
antibodies were removed with PBS on the next morning. The cells were then 
incubated with 10 f.lg/mL biotin-labeled secondary IgG antibody (Abeam 
ab97128) at room temperature for lh, and subsequently washed three times 
with PBS. Finally functionalized gold particles were incubated on the chips for 
3h at room temperature in a water vapor saturated atmosphere. The chips were 
cleaned with PBS and water before SEM imaging. For the control measurement, 
cells were incubated with Hanks' buffer (pH 6) for 10 min, and the HA was 
then labeled in an identical process as described above. The labeled cell samples 
were imaged in a Zeiss Supra 40VP SEM. For each condition, 13 cell surface 
areas (each with an area of -70 f.lm2) were analyzed to calculate average 
nanoparticle densities (Q). 
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4.2.4 SERS measurements 
SERS spectra were collected using an upright microscope (Olympus BX51WI) 
equipped with a 300 mm focal length imaging spectrometer (Andor Shamrock 
303i) and a back-illuminated CCD camera (Andor Idus) optimized for the Near-
Infrared (peak quantum efficiency> 90% at 785 nm). A 1200 lines/mm grating 
with a blazing wavelength of 750 nm was used. The excitation laser was a 785 
nm diode laser (Innovative Photonic Solutions). After passing through a 785 nm 
laser line filter (Semrock, LLOl-785-25), the laser light was injected into the 
objective using a dichroic (Semrock, LPD-785RU) and focused into the sample 
plane by a 100x water immerse objective (numerical aperture (NA) = 1). The 
laser power at the sample was 11 mW, which corresponds to a power density of 
0.0183 mW/!J.m2• Light scattered off the sample was collected by the same 
objective and filtered by the dichroic, a 803 nm long pass filter (Semrock LP02-
785-RS) and a laser blocking notch filter (Semrock NF01-785U-25). The active 
area for recording SERS spectra was horizontally confined by a slit in the 
entrance port of the spectrometer to a strip with a width of 3.9 !J.m. The CCD 
chip was vertically sub-divided using the camera software into eight bins with 
a height of 3.7 !J.m. In this way spectra were recorded simultaneously from 
eight regions of interest, each with an area of 3.9 !J.m x 3.7 ~m, which 
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corresponds to -1/6 of the footprint area of the investigated cells (MCF7).228 Ten 
individual acquisitions with 1s integration time were accumulated for each 
spectrum. 
The SERS stamp was fixed in the center of a petri-dish and immersed in Hanks' 
buffer (pH 7.4) at 37 QC. The whole dish was mounted on a three-dimensional 
nanopositioning stage (Thorlabs) with minimal step size of 25 nm and a range of 
motion of 100 11m along x and y and 80 11m along z. The cell culture slide was 
immersed in the same dish and mounted facing the SERS stamp on a separate 
mechanical 3-axes stage. We recorded a background spectrum of the SERS 
stamp when substrate and cells were separated by several tens of microns. Then 
the SERS stamp was raised to contact the cells and a cell surface SERS spectrum 
was acquired. 
For the acquisition of SERS spectra of pMA, cholesterol, and mucin the 
following sample preparation procedures applied. In case of the pMA the SERS 
stamps were incubated with a 10 mM solution of pMA in ethanol for 3 hours. 
Then the SERS stamp was washed and transferred into Hanks' buffer and SERS 
spectra were recorded. A cholesterol solution in chloroform was drop-dried on 
a SERS stamp. Then the stamp was washed and transferred into Hanks' buffer 
to acquire a SERS spectrum. The same sample preparation applied to a 0.5 
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mg/mL solution of mucin in Hanks' buffer. 
4.2.5 Data analysis 
Data processing was performed using home-written Matlab (version 2007B) 
analysis codes. First, the background subtracted spectra were baseline corrected 
by the subtraction of a 3rd order polynomial baseline. Next, we applied a 
minimum intensity criterion (three times the average signal-to-noise of 
background spectra) and a high intensity threshold (99% confidence interval of 
all SERS spectra) to eliminate low and high intensity outliers. The remaining 
spectra were then smoothed with a FFT filter and second derivatives were 
calculated. We chose a value of 10% of the minimum slope detected in the 2nd 
derivative to define spectral peaks. To transform the original spectra into 
barcodes, all peaks that passed both the intensity and 2nd derivative selection 
criteria were assigned a numerical value of one, while all other points were set 
to zero. In the last step all of the barcodes for each experimental condition were 
histogrammed using a bin size of 14 cm-1. 
Section 4.3 Benchmark the SERS stamping method with standard samples 
The acquisition of surface specific SERS spectra of living cells involves two 
major technical challenges. First, it is necessary to establish a very close contact 
between a nanostructured metal surface and the cell surface of interest. Second, 
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it is important to avoid contamination of the SERS substrate with growth 
medium, cellular debris, or secreted material, since the SERS spectra of these 
compounds can have similarities with cellular surfaces. Our experimental 
approach to fulfill these requirements is illustrated in Figure 1. It is based on a 
nanostructured gold surface on a fabricated piston, which we refer to as "SERS 
stamp". The SERS stamp enables a controlled contacting of the cellular surface 
of one or a few adjacent cells with a pristine nanostructured metallic surface in 
solution. Similar as in tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS)229-231 only the 
molecular species located in the contact area of the SERS substrate will 
experience a strong amplification of their Raman cross-sections through the 
enhanced E-field. Due to this enhancement, the SERS signal from the contact 
area will dominate the recorded Raman spectrum, resulting in a surface-specific 
Raman spectrum. We emphasize here that the spatial resolution obtained with 
the SERS stamp is not comparable to that inTERS, where sharp tips are used to 
collect vibrational information with nanometer spatial resolution.232 The SERS 
stamping approach seeks, instead, to capture spatially averaged surface spectra 
from the contact area between the stamp and the cells. The ultimate goal is to 
use optimized SERS stamps for a chemical profiling of cellular surfaces on the 
single cell level. 
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The application of SERS for a label-free characterization of the entire cell surface 
chemistry has more stringent experimental requirements than other already 
established sensing schemes that apply SERS for the detection of specific 
surface antigens using functionalized noble metal nanoparticles. These 
approaches rely on some recognition functionality, usually an antibody, to 
target the nanoparticles to specific moieties on the cell surface.227,233-23s 
Antibodies and other potential chemical recognition functionalities will have 
profound effects on the recorded SERS spectra since they not only act as a 
spacer between the plasma membrane and the noble metal nanoparticles but 
also contribute to the recorded SERS spectra.234 In addition, surface bound 
nanoparticles can be uptaken by the cells through endocytosis, which results in 
a loss of cell surface specificity of the recorded SERS spectra.236 The SERS 
stamping approach in Figure 1 was designed to avoid the background 
problems associated with a cell surface tethering as well as the nanoparticle 
uptake by contacting the cellular surface with a pristine metal surface 
immobilized on a silicon support. 
The SERS stamps used in this work were fabricated by photolithography and 
subsequent oblique angle deposition as shown in Figure 2. Details of the SERS 
stamp fabrication are summarized in the Experimental Section. Before we 
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applied the SERS stamp for cell surface measurements, we first characterized its 
performance with a test panel of molecules of varying molecular complexity. 
Our panel included para-mercaptoaniline (pMA), the steroid cholesterol, which 
is contained in biological membranes at high concentrations, and the highly 
glycosylated protein mucin (Mw = 1-10x106 Da). All spectra were measured in 
Hanks' buffer (pH 7.4). The small molecule pMA is commonly used to 
benchmark SERS substrates.28,s4 Due to its thiol group the molecule readily 
chemisorbs onto gold surfaces and assembles into a brush around the substrate. 
With pMA as test molecule, we obtained a linear SERS signal vs. laser power 
response in the power range between 3.9 -11.56 mW (measured in the sample 
plane), confirming that photo damage did not occur in this power range (Figure 
3). All subsequent SERS measurements were performed with a laser power of 
-11 m W, corresponding to a power density of 0.0183 m W /~2• 
Figure 4 contains 24 different SERS spectra of pMA recorded on three SERS 
stamps (A), 63 spectra of cholesterol recorded on four stamps (B), 56 spectra of 
mucin from six stamps (C). The relatively simple molecule pMA exhibits a clear 
defined spectral fingerprint comprising a well defined number of vibrational 
transitions. However, even for this small molecule the relative intensities of the 
bands show observable fluctuations. For the considerably more complex 
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biomolecules cholesterol and especially mucin, the total signal intensity drops 
and the signal fluctuations increase. The signal intensity depends on the 
number of molecules on the SERS substrate, their intrinsic Raman cross sections 
and the average SERS signal enhancement provided by the substrate. 
Furthermore, the exact shape of SERS spectra also depend on the orientation of 
the molecules on the surface and, especially for larger molecules, on structural 
changes that result from interactions between the molecule and the surface. The 
observed signal fluctuations in the recorded SERS spectra result from a 
convolution of the chemical complexity of the molecules, their interactions with 
the metal surface, and fluctuations in the IE !-field enhancement due to 
heterogeneities in the SERS stamp. While the effect of the substrate is 
comparable for all three investigated molecules, the chemical complexity of the 
molecules increases going from (A) to (C) in Figure 4. Furthermore - unlike 
pMA - cholesterol and mucin will not self-assemble with a preferential 
orientation onto the substrate surface. Instead, these molecules will sample 
random orientations which increases the number of different interactions 
between the molecule and the SERS substrate. 
Despite the observed signal fluctuations, many of the spectra share common 
features for both cholesterol and mucin in Figure 4 (B) and (C). From an 
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analytical point of view, the vibrational bands that show the largest 
representation in all of the recorded spectra are most valuable for the 
identification of the molecule. These bands represent the characteristic spectral 
features of the investigated samples. One possible approach for their 
identification is to first detect the most prominent spectral features in each 
individual spectrum and then to determine their relative probabilities in the 
entire ensemble of recorded spectra. We implemented this analysis approach 
through an algorithm that converts each individual spectrum into a "barcode" 
of only those peaks (as identified by their second derivative) that lie above a 
defined threshold.146 The individual barcodes were then histogrammed to 
generate the ensemble barcode that visualizes the most representative SERS 
peaks of the ensemble (see Figure 5). The details of this data analysis strategy 
are summarized in the Experimental Section. 
In Figure 6, we show the obtained ensemble barcodes for the three test 
molecules. The ensemble barcode of pMA (Figure 6A) contains C-C and C-C-C 
bending modes at 1010 cm-1, the C-S stretching mode at 1080 cm-1, the C-H 
bending mode at 1180 cm-1, a C-C stretching/C-H bending combination mode at 
1480 cm-1 and the C-C stretching mode at 1590 cm-1.237 For reasons discussed 
above, the ensemble barcode of cholesterol (Figure 6B) shows a broader spread 
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of the spectral features when compared with pMA. Nevertheless, most of the 
observed spectral features can be assigned. The band at 1000 cm-1 is assigned to 
the steroid ring (ring breathing) and the 1040 cm-1 band indicates the C-C 
stretching mode. The bands distributed at around 1200 cm-1 arise from C-Hin-
plane bending modes. The broad features between 1270 cm-1 to 1400 cm-1 are 
assigned to bending modes of Cru and =CH. The bands at -1430 cm-1 result 
froin Clli bending modes and at 1600 cm-1 lie the C=C stretching modes.238 
It is interesting to note that our SERS spectra differ somewhat from the 
published Raman spectra of cholesterol.238,239 Unlike the Raman spectrum, 
which contains a prominent peak at 1438 cm-t, the SERS spectra are dominated 
by the steroid ring features in the 1000-1050 cm-1 range. The strong signal 
enhancement of the molecular features associated with the steroid ring and 
could be the result of a preferential attachment of the steroid ring onto the SERS 
substrate. A similar effect was observed before in the Raman/SERS spectra of 
warfarin. 240 
The ensemble barcode of the largest and chemically most complex molecule 
investigated in this study, mucin, is shown in Figure 6C. Both the C-C 
stretching mode at 980 cm-1 and the phenyl ring breathing (phenylalanine) at 
1005 cm-1 contribute to the spectral features in the 980-1010 cm-1 window. The 
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C-C6H6 stretching mode (phenylalanine, tryptophan and tyrosine) and the 
amide III band contribute to the broad bars between 1200 and 1350 cm-1• The 
bars in the range between 1550-1620 cm-1 can be assigned to the amide II band 
and the C=C stretching modes in tyrosine and tryptophan.241,242 
Section 4.4 Monitoring digestion of hyaluronic acid on living breast cancer 
cells through SERS stamping strategy 
Our analyses of the spectra in Figure 6 highlight the major advantage of the 
barcoding approach. It enables to abstract complex spectral information of 
SERS spectra recorded on various SERS substrates and makes them amenable to 
a systematic comparison. In the next step, we want to apply this data analysis 
strategy to verify whether the SERS stamping approach is capable of providing 
cell surface specific information. Our experimental strategy is to induce 
controlled changes in the cell surface chemistry and then to test whether the 
SERS stamping detects these modifications. We introduced such changes to 
MCF7 cancer cells by treating the cells with hyaluronidase. The latter is an 
endoglycosidase that degrades hyaluronic acid (HA) and chondroitin sulfate 
(CS), which are major components of the pericellular matrix.243,244 HA is a 
uniformly repetitive, linear glycosaminoglycan (GAG) composed of 
disaccharides of glucuronic acid (GleDA) and N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc). It 
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has a molecular weight of around 106-107 Da and is preferentially located in the 
extra- and peri-cellular space of most animal tissues, where it noncovalently 
interacts with CS and other types of aggrecans through link proteins to form a 
coat surrounding the cells.245,246 
The synthesis and spatial distribution of HA has been studied in the breast 
cancer cell line MCF7 in detail,245,247,248 and it is also well known that HA can be 
enzymatically removed from cellular surfaces through hyaluronidases.249-252 In 
this work we aim to test whether SERS can be used to detect changes in the HA 
cell coat upon hyaluronidase addition. 
We first tested the activity of the hyaluronidase in Hanks' buffer (pH 6) at 37QC 
using synthetic HA in a conventional gel assay (Figure 7). These experiments 
confirmed that already an incubation of HA with 10 U/mL enzyme for 10 min 
led to a measurable degradation. After incubation with 600 U/mL for 30 min, 
the HA sample was completely digested. In a second control experiment we 
validated that the hyaluronidase also degrades cell surface bound HA under 
our experimental conditions. To that end, we incubated MCF7 cells in Hanks' 
buffer (pH 6) containing 10 U/mL hyaluronidase for 10 min or 600 U/mL 
hyaluronidase for 30 min at 3TC. After the incubation the cells were fixed and 
stained for HA with 40 nm Au immunolabels using a recently described 
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multivalent labeling procedure (see Experimental section).227 After 
immunolabeling the samples were transferred to the scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) for inspection. Figure 8 contains representative SEM images 
of controls (A, cells incubated in Hanks' buffer for 10 min without enzyme) and 
of cells treated with 10 U/mL (B) or 600 U/mL (C) hyaluronidase. Figure 8D 
contains a histogram of the average NP densities (Q) obtained from 13 surface 
areas (each with an area of -70 flm2) for each investigated condition. We also 
included the standard deviation of Q as error bars in the histogram. Although 
the HA surface concentration significantly fluctuates between individual cells 
(which was confirmed by conventional fluorescence staining (Figure 9) and 
previous reports253), the average NP density overall decreases in the presence of 
the hyaluronidase. The latter confirms an enzymatic removal of cell-surface 
HA. 
In the next step, we recorded SERS spectra of MCF7 cells incubated with 10 
U/mL and 600 U/mL hyaluronidase for 10 and 30 min, respectively, as well as 
of controls (no enzyme) using SERS stamps. We acquired spectra from all the 
cells contained within an active area of 3.9 flm x 29.6 flm on the SERS stamp. · 
Every SERS stamp was used only for a single experiment to avoid spurious 
signals from cellular debris attached to the metallic surface after its initial 
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contact with the cell surface. Overall, we recorded at least 65 spectra for each 
condition (corresponds to more than 30 cells). For details regarding the data 
acquisition and analysis, please refer to the Experimental Section. 
The resulting SERS spectra and calculated ensemble barcodes are shown in 
Figure lOA and lOB, respectively. As anticipated, the original cell surface 
spectra in Figure lOA show an even higher degree of variability than observed 
for mucin. While the intensity fluctuation among individual SERS spectra 
(Figure 10Al-A3) complicate a comparison, the corresponding ensemble 
barcodes (Figure 10Bl-B3) prior and after enzymatic treatment show systematic 
differences, most prominently in the spectral range of 1300- 1450 cm-1• Prior to 
enzyme addition a large number of spectral features were observed in this 
spectral range (Figure lOBI), but after 10 min of enzyme treatment (10 U/mL) 
their number is significantly diminished (Figure 10B2). After 30 min in 600 
U/ml enzyme solution, this spectral range is almost completely void of any 
features (Figure 10B3). 
The differences in the SERS spectra before and after hyaluronidase addition 
become even clearer by subtracting the control barcode from the barcode 
obtained after incubation with 600 U/mL enzyme for 30 min (Figure 11). The 
difference spectrum confirms a systematic decrease in intensity for spectral 
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features located at around 1040 cm-1, 1100 cm-1, 1150 cm-1, 1320-1375 cm-1 and 
1430-1470 cm-1 respectively, in the presence of hyaluronidase. These spectral 
features are consistent with recorded Raman spectra of HA in the literature and 
can be assigned to the C-OH stretching mode (1045 cm-1), acetyl group C-CHJ 
stretching mode (1090 cm-1), C<4J-0H and C(4J-H deformation modes (1130-1150 
cm-1), the amide III mode (1330 cm-1) and the CHJ symmetric deformation mode 
(1370 cm-1) 249-252 • The features at 1430 cm-1 and 1470 cm-1 are assigned to CH2 
bending modes. Our spectrum assignment was further corroborated by SERS 
spectra acquired from chemically synthesized HA (Sigma 59825) on a SERS 
stamp (Figure 12), which reproduced the spectral features at 1045 cm-1, 1130-
1150 cm-1, 1330 cm-1, and 1430 cm-1. We emphasize that the SERS spectrum of 
the synthesized HA is not identical to that of the HA in the cell coat since the 
synthetic molecule misses protein components. For a complete list of tentative 
assignments of all observed spectral features, please refer to Table 1.241-244, 249-
251,254-256, 
Overall, the loss in intensity of the HA associated barcodes in response to 
hyaluronidase addition is consistent with an enzymatic removal of the HA coat. 
The enzyme does, however, not lead to a global decrease in signal intensity; 
some spectral features become more intense after addition of the enzyme. 
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These features have positive values in the difference spectrum in Figure 11. 
After incubation with the enzyme at 600 U/mL for 30 min, SERS features at 
around 1026 cm-1, 1180 cm-1, 1215 cm-1, 1245 cm-1, 1560 cm-1 and 1590 cm-1 all 
increased in intensity. These bands can be assigned to the amide modes of 
proteins and C=C stretching modes of lipids associated with the plasma 
membrane. 241-244,254-256 
One potential interpretation for the increase in intensity of these bands is that 
with increasing removal of the HA coat on the cell surface the SERS stamp can 
approach closer to the plasma membrane. Since the HA associated extra- and 
peri-cellular coat acts as spacers between the SERS stamp and the plasma 
membrane, the removal of HA facilitates an enhancement of the signal of 
chemical features that are otherwise hidden under the coat. This model is 
consistent with the findings from previous studies in which we compared the 
SERS spectra of tumor and non-tumor cell lines dried on a nanostructured 
metal surface. The previous studies indicated that the lipid bands are more 
pronounced in the SERS spectra of the non-tumor cells than in the spectra of 
tumor cells, which commonly over-express glycans.257 
Section 4.5 Conclusions 
The cell surface is a complex hybrid material whose chemical characterization 
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still poses significant challenges for conventional analytical method. In 
response to the need for new tools that can provide molecular information 
about the cell surface composition, we introduced and validated in this study a 
"SERS stamping" approach. This method enables to contact cellular surfaces in 
solution with a pristine nanostructured noble metal surface and thus facilitates 
the acquisition of SERS spectra from individual living cells in solution. 
Although the cell-to-cell fluctuations in the recorded SERS spectra are large, we 
show that a statistical analysis of the spectra recorded before and after 
hyaluronidase treatment through barcoding nevertheless identifies systematic 
differences in the spectra ensembles that are consistent with a thinning of the 
pericellular matrix. Given the significant functions of the pericellular coat, and 
HA in particular, in cell migration, wound healing, cell growth and 
cancerogenesis,258,259 the ability to detect changes in the pericellular matrix on 
living cells is significant and underlines that already the non-optimized SERS 
stamps applied in this work are an enabling sensor platform. The advantage of 
the SERS stamping method is its compatibility with rational fabrication 
approaches for nanostructured metal surfaces.17,94 We anticipate that the use of 
engineered nanostructures with higher structural conformity as SERS active 
surface can reduce the substrate related signal fluctuations and will, thus, result 
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in an additional performance improvement of the SERS stamping approach in 
the future. When combined with statistical spectra analysis methods, SERS 
stamping represents a promising new approach for the chemical profiling of 
cellular surfaces and provides new opportunities for a label-free monitoring of 
cell surface biomarkers. 
Section 4.6 Appendices 
Appendix I 
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Tentative assignments of SERS features in Figure 8. 
Raman Shift (cm-1) Band Assignment§ 
1040 C-C and C-0 stretching (c) 
1105 C-N (p) 
1145 Oxygen bridge, C-C and C-0 stretching (c) 
1205-1225 Amide III rand coils (p) 
1330 Amide III, C-H bending (c) 
1370 coo- stretching (c) 
1430 CH2, CH3 bend (1) (p) 
1470 CH2, CH3 bend (p) (1) (c) 
1500 A, C, G (n) 
1525 A, C, G (n) 
1620 C=C (p) (1) 
999 Amide III (p) 
1026 C-Hin plane stretching (p) 
1180 Tyr, Phe (p) 
1215 
1245-1265 
1560 
1586 
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C-C6Hs stretching (p) 
Amide III~ sheet (p), Amide III (1), =CH (1) 
Amide II (p) 
Phe, Tyr (p) 
§Abbreviations: (p) protein, (1) lipid, (c) carbohydrates, (n) nucleotide. 
Assignments based on the tables compiled in Refs.241,242,249,2s0,252,254-256: 
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Appendix II 
Matlab code for importing data from SERS images 
clear all 
close all 
startdir=' C: \Documents and Settings\ Bo \ Desktop\ matlab test\ cell 
SERS\Hongyun code'; 
datadir_default = 'C: \ Documents and Settings\ Bo \Desktop\ matlab test\ cell 
SERS \Hongyun code'; 
processing_ file = 'C: \ Documents and Settings\ Bo \Desktop\ matlab test\ cell 
SERS\Hongyun code'; 
datadir= uigetdir( datadir_default) 
cd(datadir) 
filenames= ls('*.sif') 
numfiles = size(filenames,l); 
promptstring = strcat('Open Data File') 
[filename,path] = uigetfile(' ~·.sif',promptstring) 
if filename=O 
sprintf('Unable to open file') 
return 
end 
cd(startdir) 
fori= 1: numfiles 
temp_dataname = filenames(i,:) 
%filenamecompl = [ datadir_default temp _dataname] 
filenamecompl =[path temp_dataname]; 
[ReturnCode, SeriesLength, ImageSize, TotalAcquisitionSize] = 
GetAndorSifSize(filenamecompl,O); 
if Return Code = 0 
sprintf('Unable to open file' ) 
return 
end 
ResultArray = zeros(l, TotalAcquisitionSize); 
[Return Code, ResultArray ]=GetAndorSifData(TotalAcquisitionSize, 0, 
filenamecompl); 
if RetumCode=O 
sprintf('Unable to get the tifdata') 
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end 
[ReturnCode, DetectorFormatX] = 
GetAndorSifProperty(filenamecompl, 'DetectorFormatX', 0); 
[RetumCode,DetectorFormatZ] = 
GetAndorSifProperty(filenamecompl,'DetectorFormatZ', 0); 
[ReturnCode,Delay] = GetAndorSifProperty(filenamecompl, 'Delay', 0); 
[ReturnCode,Gain] = GetAndorSifProperty(filenamecompl, 'Gain', 0); 
length = SeriesLength; 
area = ImageSize; 
width= 1024; 
height =128; 
movie= zeros(height,width,length); 
n=1 
for j = 1 : length; 
for y = 1 :height 
for x = 1: width 
movie( y, x, j) = ResultArray(n); 
n = n+1; 
end 
end 
end 
%path = 'C: \ Documents and Settings \ Hongyun Wang\ My 
Documents\ BU\ research\ matlab'; 
savefile = 'DataRaw.mat'; 
savedir = datadir; 
cd(savedir) 
[savefile,datadir] = uiputfile({' ~·.mat; *.fig','All Files (*.*) '}, 'Save your 
data: ',savefile ); 
cd(savedir) 
datafile =path; 
savelnfo = strcat(savedir,savefile); 
info= struct('datadir',datafile,'savelnfo',savelnfo ); 
save(savefile, 'movie', 'width', 'length','height', 'area','Gain', 'Delay'); 
homedir = 'C: \Documents and Settings\ Bo \Desktop\ matlab test\ cell 
SERS \ Hongyun code'; 
cd(homedir); 
end 
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Appendix III 
Matlab code for background threshold calculation 
clear all 
close all 
startdair = 'C: \Documents and Settings\ Bo \Desktop\ 01032012 data process 
based on original backg\all original backg'; 
datadir_default = 'C: \Documents and Settings\ Bo \Desktop\ 01032012 data 
process based on original backg \all original backg'; 
processing_file = 'C: \Documents and Settings\ Bo \Desktop\ 01032012 data 
process based on original backg \all original backg'; 
code_dir = 'C: \Documents and Settings\ Bo \Desktop\ 01032012 data process 
based on original backg \all original backg'; 
datadir = uigetdir( datadir_default) 
cd( datadir) 
filenames= ls('*.mat'); 
numfiles = size(filenames,1); 
for i = 1: numfiles 
clear filename1 path temp_data1 Data 
promptstring = strcat('Open Data File') 
[filenarne1,path] = uigetfile('*.mat',promptstring) 
temp_data1 = load(filename1); 
Data(:,:,1) = temp_datal.movie(:,:,1); 
fork= 1:8 
for j = 1:1024 
temp1Q,k) = sum(Data(16*(k-1)+ 1:16*k,j,1)); 
end 
end 
allbackg(:,8*(i-1 )+ 1:8*i)=temp1( :,: ); 
clear templ 
end 
for j =1:1024 
data_xQ,1)=j; 
end 
tempx(:,1)=data_x(:,1); 
tempy(:,:) = allbackg(:,:); 
£Ll,L2)=size(tempy); 
fori= 1:L2 
vectory = tempy(:,i); 
vectorx = tempx(:,1); 
1= 1; 
k=O; 
while 1 > k 
1 = 1; 
k = 1; 
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p=polyfit(vectorx(:, 1 )', vectory(:,1 )',3); 
f(1,:)=polyval(p,vectorx(:,1)'); 
[Length2,Length1] = size( f); 
for j=1:Length1 
if vectory(j,1)< f(1,j) 
temp2y(l,1) = vectory(j,1); 
temp2x(l,1) = vectorx(j,1); 
1=1+1; 
else k = k+1; 
end 
end 
clear vectory; 
vectory = temp2y; 
clear vectorx; 
vectorx = temp2x; 
clear temp2y temp2x; 
clear f; 
end 
finalp(:,:,i) = p; 
fittingline = data_x(:,1)."3.* finalp(1,1,i) + 
data_x( :,1 ). "2. *finalp(1,2,i)+data_x( :,1 ). *finalp(1,3,i)+finalp(1,4,i); 
fit_y(:,i)= tempy(:,i)-fittingline( :,1); 
clear p fittinglin e; 
end 
clear j tem p x tempy finalp; 
clear allbackg 
allbackg=fit_y; 
aa=std(fit_y); 
criterion=3*mean( aa); 
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Appendix IV 
Matlab code for data analysis (baseline correction, barcoding) 
clear all 
close all 
startdair = 'C: \Documents and Settings\ Bo \Desktop\ polyfitbaseline 02212011 '; 
datadir_default = 'C: \Documents and Settings\ Bo \Desktop\ polyfitbaseline 
02212011'; 
processing_ file = 'C: \Documents and Settings\ Bo \Desktop\ polyfitbaseline 
02212011'; 
code_dir = 'C:\Documents and Settings\Bo\Desktop\polyfitbaseline 
02212011'; 
datadir = uigetdir(datadir_default) 
cd( datadir) 
promptstring = strcat('Open Data File') 
[filenarnel,path] = uigetfile('*.mat',promptstring) 
[filename2,path] = uigetfile('*.mat',promptstring) 
[ filename3, path] = uigetfile('* .mat', promptstring) 
[ filename4, path] = uigetfileC· .mat', promptstring) 
[filenameS,path] = uigetfile('*.mat',promptstring) 
[ filenarne6, path] = uigetfile('* .mat', promptstring) 
temp_data1 = load(filename1) 
temp_data2 = load(filename2) 
temp_data3 = load(filename3) 
temp_data4 = load(filenarne4) 
temp_data5 = load(filename5) 
temp_data6 = load(filenarne6) 
Data(:,:,l) = temp_datal.movie(:,:,1); 
Data(:,:,2) = temp_data2.movie(:,:,1); 
Data(:,:,3) = temp_data3.movie(:,:,l); 
Data(:,:,4) = temp_data4.movie(:,:,1); 
Data(:,:,S) = temp_data5.movie(:,:,1); 
Data(:,:,6) = temp_data6.movie(:,:,1); 
%%% baseline correction °/c>%% 
fork= 1:8 
for j =1:1024 
data_x(j, 1 )=j; 
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temp1(j,k) = sum(Data(16*(k-1)+ 1:16*k,j,1))-sum(Data(16*(k-1)+ 1:16*k,j,4)); 
temp2(j,k) = sum(Data(16*(k-1)+ 1:16*k,j,2))-sum(Data(16*(k-1)+ 1:16*k,j,5)); 
temp3(j,k) = sum(Data(16*(k-1)+ 1:16*k,j,3))-sum(Data(16*(k-1)+ 1:16*k,j,6)); 
Diff(j,k)=(temp1(j,k)+temp2(j,k)+temp3(j,k))/3; 
end 
end 
tempx( :, 1 )=data_x( :, 1 ); 
tempy(:,:) = Diff(:,:); 
[L1,L2]=size(tempy); 
fori= 1:L2 
vectory = tempy(:,i); 
vectorx = tempx(:,1); 
1= 1; 
k=O; 
while 1 > k 
1 = 1; 
k = 1; 
p=polyfit(vectorx(:, 1 )', vectory(:,1 )',3); 
f(1,:)=polyval(p,vectorx(:,1)'); 
[Length2,Length1] =size(£); · 
for j=1:Length1 
if vectory(j,1)< f(1,j) 
temp2y(l,1) = vectory(j,1); 
temp2x(l,1) = vectorx(j,1); 
1=1+1; 
else k = k+1; 
end 
end 
clear vectory; 
vectory = temp2y; 
clear vectorx; 
vectorx = temp2x; 
clear temp2y; 
clear temp2x; 
clear f; 
end 
finalp(:,:,i) = p; 
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fittingline = data~x(:,1) . "3.* finalp(1,1,i) + 
data_x( :, 1 ). "2. *finalp(1,2,i)+data_x( :, 1 ). *finalp(1,3,i)+finalp(1,4,i); 
fit_y( :,i)= tempy( :,i)-fittingline( :, 1 ); 
clear p fittingline; 
end 
clear j tempx tempy finalp; 
%%%smooth and normalization%%% 
for j=1:8 
windowSize = 10; 
smoothed_y(:,j)=filter(ones(1,windowSize)/windowSize,1,fit_y(:,j)); 
ymaxG)=max(smoothed_y(:,j)); 
normalized_y(:,j)=smoothed_y(:,j)./ymaxG); 
end 
clear i j k; 
homedir = 'C: \Documents and Settings\ Bo \Desktop\ matlab test\ cell 
SERS\Hongyun code'; 
cd(homedir); 
%%%start process from here% 0AJ% 
%% 0i<»ernove the first 56 wavenurnbers%%% 
new_sample = Sheet1(57:1024,:); 
0;{)%0i<>look for high intensity data%%% 
clear z1 z2; 
[ z1,z2]=size(new _sample); 
m=1; 
for i=1:z2 
for j=1:968 
end 
end 
if new _sampleG,i)>criterion 
chosensample( :,m)=new _sample(:,i); 
rn=m+1; 
break 
end 
%%%check the spectra and criterion %(Yo% 
j=1; 
clear z1 z2; 
[zl,z2]=size(chosensample); 
for i=1:z2 
figure 
hold on 
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plot(grating3Axis( :, 1 ),chosensample( :,i), 'b ') 
plot(grating3Axis( :, 1 ),criterion, 'r') 
hold off 
if input(' do I want the data from this plot?')=1 
finalsample( :,j)=chosensample( :,i); 
j=j+ 1; 
end 
close 
end 
%%%remove high intensity spectra based on 99% confidence interval%%% 
clear zl z2 temptemp 
temptemp=finalsample; 
clear finalsample 
test2(:,1)=sum(temptemp); 
meantest2=mean( test2); 
stdtest2=std(test2); 
cutoff=meantest2+3*stdtest2;%0AJ%99%confidence interval%%% 
j=1; 
[ z1,z2]=size(temptemp ); 
for i=1:z2 
if test2(i)<=cutoff 
temp _finalsample( :, j)=temptemp( :,i); 
j=j+ 1; 
end 
end 
clear testl test2 cutoff 
<1(/Yo%smooth the sample data with FFT filter%%% 
for j =1:968 
data_x(j, 1 )=j; 
end 
clear z1 z2; 
[ z1,z2]=size( temp _finalsample ); 
for i=l:z2 
close all 
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[X, f, y, y2] = fftf(data_x(:,1), temp_finalsample(:,i),0.05);%%Smooth the data 
withFFT%% 
finalsample( :,i)=X; 
deri_newall( :,i)=diff(X); 
deri2_newall(:,i)=diff(X,2); 
clear X f y y2 
end 
clear temp_finalsample 
for i=1:z2 
for j=1:966 
if 
eri2_newall(j,i)<=0.1 *min( deri2_newall( :,i) )&&finalsample(j+ 1,i)>=criterion %crit 
eria at 10% of minimum value, also an intensity threshold% 
barcode_newall(j,i)= 1; 
else barcode_newall(j,i)=O; 
end 
end 
end 
clear tern p peak loc 
temp=barcode_newall.*deri2_newall*(-1); 
for i=1:z2 
clear peak loc 
[peak,loc ]=find peaks( temp( :,i) ); 
barcode_sharp(1:966,i)=O; 
for j = 1:size(loc,2) 
barcode_sharp(loc(j),i)= 1; 
end 
end 
clear j t i 
%<Yo%remove barcodes with only O's%%% 
j=1; 
for i=1:z2 
if barcode_sharp(:,i)=O 
t(j)=i; 
j=j+ 1; 
end 
end 
tt=sort(t,'descend'); 
for i=1:j-1 
finalsample( :,tt(i) )=[]; 
deri_newall( :, tt(i) )=[]; 
deri2_newall( :, tt(i) )=[]; 
barcode_newall(:,tt(i))=[]; 
barcode_sharp( :, tt(i) )=[]; 
temp(:,tt(i))=[]; 
end 
clear z1 z2; 
[ z1,z2]=size(barcode_sharp ); 
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for j=1:966 
barcode_sharp_totalG)=sum(barcode_sharp(j,1:z2)); 
end 
barcode_sharp _total=barcode_sharp _total'; 
% barcode_sharp _percentage=barcode_sharp _percentage'; 
for i=l:69 °))%% consider 14 is the typical peak width, 966/14=69 %%% 
barcode_band(i,1)=sum(barcode_sharp_total((i*14-13):(i*14))); 
end 
for i=1:69 
barcode_hist( (i*14-13):(i*14 ), 1 )=barcode_band(i); 
end 
%%%calculate the mean and std of the spectra%%% 
meanfinalsample( :, 1 )=mean(finalsample,2); 
stdfinalsample( :, 1 )=std(finalsample,0,2); 
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AppendixV 
Matlab code for FFT filter (got from internet) 
function [X, f, y, y2] = fftf(t, x, varargin) 
% fftf- fft filter; 
0
;{) [X, f, y, y2] = fftf(t, x); with t the time vector and x the signal, 
% displays the original signal, the Fourier transform (absolute values) 
% and the reconstructed signal generated by the inverse transform ifft 
% with a selected subset of the frequencies. 
% By default, the frequencies in the filtered signal are cut at 1/8 the 
% sampling frequency. 
% The function returns X - reconstructed signal, f - vector of frequencies, y -
% full vector of amplitudes, y2 - the filtered vector of amplitudes. 
% [X, f, y, y2] = fftf(t, x, cutoff); the user may set the cutoff 
% frequency in units of Hertz. 
<Yo [X, f, y, y2] = fftf(t, x, cutoff, my _N); the user may select my _N 
% amplitudes with highest abolute value to participate in the 
<Yo reconstruction. 
% Examples 
% (suppose you have t and x defined already, both 1-dimensional vectors of 
the same length.) 
% fftf(t, x, 1e6);- reconstruct the signal with frequencies lower or 
% equal to cutoff value of 1MHz. 
% fftf(t, x, [], 20); - use only 20 biggest amplitudes for 
% reconstruction. 
% fftf(t, x, le6, 20);- select 20 biggest amplitudes within cutoff. 
% Shmuel Ben-Ezra, Ultrashape ltd. August 2009 
%%Verifying input 
if -any(size(t)=l), 
disp('Unexpected vector size! - should be 1 D vectors.') 
return 
end 
if -any(size(x)=l), 
disp('Unexpected vector size! - should be 1 D vectors.') 
return 
end 
if length(t)-=length(x), 
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disp('Unexpected vector size!- should be same length.') 
return 
end 
%% Definitions 
Fs=l/(t(2)-t(l)); %sampling freq 
N=length(x); 
N fft=2"nextpow2(N); 
f=Fs/2*linspace(O,l,l+Nfft/2); % create freqs vector 
cutoff_freq=Fs/8; 
my _freqs=[]; 
if nargin>2, 
cutoff_freq=varargin{l}; 
end 
if nargin>3, 
my _freqs=varargin{2}; 
end 
0)J% main 
y=fft(x,Nfft)/N; % perform fft transform 
y2=filterfft(f, y, cutoff_freq, my _freqs); % filter amplitudes 
%X=ifft(y2,'symmetric');% the inverse transform. 'symmetric' is not recognized 
in older versions of matlab 
X=ifft(y2); % inverse transform 
X=X(l:N)*N; 
indl = find(y2(1:1+Nfft/2)); % get the nonzero elements in y2 
nfl = length(indl); % count nonzero elements 
%%display 
figname = 'fftf- FFT at work'; 
ifig = findobj(' type', 'figure', 'name', figname); 
if isempty(ifig), 
ifig = figure('name', figname); % on my machine: ... , 'position', [360 120 600 
800]); 
end 
figure( ifig); 
%first plot 
subplot(3,1,1) 
plot(t*le6,x) 
xlabel('uSec') 
axis tight 
title('Original signal' ) 
%second plot 
subplot(3,1,2) 
yplot=abs(y(l :l +Nfft/2)); 
yplot=yplot/max(yplot); 
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semilogy(f*le-6, yplot, f(indl )*le-6, yplot(indl ), '.r'); 
xlabel('MHz') 
title( 'Amplitudes') 
legend('full spectrum', 'selected frequencies' ) 
% third plot 
subplot(3,1,3) 
plot(t*le6,X) 
xlabel('uSec') 
if isempty( cutoff_freq), 
scutoff='No cutoff.'; 
else 
scutoff=sprintf('Cutoff = %g [Mhz ]', cutoff_freq/le6); 
end 
stitle3=sprintf('Reconstructed signal with 0Ald selected frequencies; %s', nfl, 
scutoff); 
title(stitle3) 
axis tight 
return 
function y2=filterfft(f, y, cutoff, wins) 
nf=length( f); 
ny=length(y); 
if -(ny/2+ 1 = nf), 
disp(\mexpected dimensions of input vectors!') 
y2=-1; 
return 
end 
%cutoff filter 
y2=zeros(l,ny); 
if -isempty( cutoff) 
indl =find(f<=cutoff); 
y2(indl) = y(indl); % insert required elements 
else 
y2=y; 
end 
%dominant freqs filter 
if -isempty(wins), 
temp=abs(y2(1 :n£) ); 
y2=zeros(l,ny); 
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for k=l:wins, %number of freqs that I want 
[tmax, tmaxi]=max(temp ); 
y2(tmaxi) = y(tmaxi); %insert required element 
temp(tmaxi)=O; % eliminate candidate from list 
end 
end 
% create a conjugate symmetric vector of amplitudes 
for k=nf+ 1 :ny, 
y2(k) = conj(y2(mod(ny-k+l,ny)+l)); % formula from the help of ifft 
end 
return 
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Appendix VI 
Matlab code for synchronizing the piezostage and spectrometer 
The camera on the spectrometer can be triggered through a USB-based 
module (USB-1208FS). By controlling the piezostage with matlab and 
triggering camera in the same code, we can synchronize the two instruments 
for scanning SERS signals on the substrate. 
%% Parameters 
clear all 
close all 
de 
ParamSet = 'Bo'; <Yo Name of the settings already defined using the APT User 
program 
% Create the figure 
fig= figure('Position', [50 50 1272 912], 'Handle Visibility', 'off', 'IntegerHandle', 
'off', ... 'Name', 'APT h1terface', 'NumberTitle', 'off', 'DeleteFcn', 
'APT_figure_delete_fcn' ); 
set(fig, 'Name', ['APT Interface, Handle Number' num2str(fig, '%2.20£')]); 
% Draw some annotations 
annotation(fig, 'line', [0.505, 0.505], [0.05, 0.95]) 
annotation(fig, 'line', [0.5, 0.5], [0.05, 0.95]) 
annotation(fig, 'line', [0.495, 0.495], [0.05, 0.95]) 
0/c> Create the CMG175System control, ActiveX 
h_Ctrl = actxcontrol('MG17SYSTEM.MG17SystemCtrl.l', [0 0 100 100], fig); 
% Start the control 
h_ Ctrl.StartCtrl; 
% Verify the number of piezo controls 
[temp, num_piezo] = h_Ctrl.GetNumHWUnits(7, 0); 
if num_piezo -= 3 
fprintf([ 'Check number of Piezo Controls (Found' num2tr(num_piezo) ')! \ n']); 
return 
end 
% Get the serial numbers 
for count = 1 : 3 
[temp, SN_piezo{count}] = h_Ctrl.GetHWSerialNum(7, count -1, 0); <yo Get 
the serial number of tl1e devices 
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end 
% Start the MGPiezo ActiveX controls 
h_Xaxis = actxcontrol('MGPIEZO.MGPiezoCtrl.l', [0 210 300 200], fig); 
h _ Xaxis.StartC trl; 
SetPiezo(h_Xaxis, 91827961, ParamSet); 
h_Yaxis = actxcontrol('MGPlEZO .MGPiezoCtrl.1', [300 210 300 200], fig); 
h_ Yaxis.StartCtrl; 
SetPiezo(h_ Yaxis, 91827962, ParamSet); 
h_Zaxis = actxcontrol('MGPIEZO.MGPiezoCtrl.1 ', [672 210 300 200], fig); 
h_Zaxis.StartCtrl; 
SetPiezo(h_Zaxis, 91827963, ParamSet); 
%% Init X Y Z axis 
h_Xaxis.ZeroPosition(O); 
h_Xaxis.SetControlMode(0,3); 
h_Xaxis.SetVoltOutput(O,O.OOOOOO); 
h_Xaxis.SetControlMode(0,4); 
h_Xaxis.SetPosOutput(O,O.OOOOOO); 
h_Xaxis.SetVoltPosDispMode(0,2); 
h_ Yaxis.ZeroPosition(O); 
h_ Yaxis.SetControlMode(0,3); 
h_ Yaxis.SetVoltOutput(O,O.OOOOOO); 
h_ Yaxis.SetControlMode(0,4); 
h_ Yaxis.SetPosOutput(O,O.OOOOOO); 
h_ Yaxis.SetVoltPosDispMode(0,2); 
h_Zaxis.ZeroPosition(O); 
h_Zaxis.SetControlMode(0,3); 
h_Zaxis.SetVoltOutput(O,O.OOOOOO); 
h_Zaxis.SetControlMode(0,4); 
h_Zaxis.SetPosOutput(O,O.OOOOOO); 
h_Zaxis.SetVoltPosDispMode(0,2); 
%%scanning and taking spectra%% 
T=7; 
k=O; 
N=[O,O]; 
Xstart=O.OOOOOO; 
Xstep=0.500000; 
Xlen=5; 
<X/Yo0.5um as a step size 
Y start=O .000000; 
Y step=O .500000; 
Ylen=S; 
flag=1; 
xtemp=O; 
for i=1:Ylen 
ytem p= Y start+( i -1 )*Y step; 
h_ Yaxis.SetPosOutput(O, ytemp ); 
for j= 1 :Xlen 
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k=(i-1)*Ylen+j; %%make a matrix N for storing the coordinates 
N(k,1)= xtemp; 
N(k,2)=ytemp; 
pause(T); 
if(j=Xlen) 
flag=flag*( -1 ); 
else xtemp=xtemp+ Xstep*flag; 
end 
h_Xaxis.SetPosOutput(O,xtemp ); 
[xtemp, ytemp] 
pause(1)% stable stage 
ao=analogoutput('mcc',O); % camera 
addchannel(ao,O); <}{)volt 0 
putdata(ao,O); 
start(ao); 
delete( ao ); 
ao=analogoutput('mcc',O); 
add channel( ao,O); 
putdata(ao,4); %volt 4 to triger 
start(ao); 
delete( ao ); 
pause(2) % must be longer than exposure time ! ! ! 
end 
% % if(i= 15) 
% pause 
% end 
% if(i=30) 
% pause 
% end 
if(i Ylen) 
break; 
end 
end 
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of the experimental setup for SERS stamping. 
The SERS stamp can be raised to contact the cellular surface (inset). 
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Figure 2. (A) Process flow of the SERS stamp fabrication, (B-E) SEM images 
of a SERS stamp. Scale bars denote 500 urn in (B), 50 urn in (C), 500 nm in 
(D) and 200 nm in (E). 
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Figure 3. SERS signal of pMA as a function of laser excitation power. 
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Figure 4. SERS spectra of pMA (A), cholesterol (B), mucin (C). 
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average signal-to-noise of the backgrounds, are considered. (B). The second 
selection criterion is based on the second derivative (black), features with a 
negative second derivative of at least 10% of the global minimum of the second 
derivative (red) are considered. (C). Spectral peaks that fulfill both the 
intensity and second derivative selection criteria are included in the barcode. 
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Figure 7 Gel electrophoresis (polyacrylamide gel) of synthesized HA under different 
enzymatic digestion conditions. Lane 1: 1 mg/mL HA (-150kDa); Lane 2: 1 mg/mL 
hyaluronidase (-55 kDa); Lane 3: HA pre-incubated with Hanks' buffer (pH 6) for 10 
min; Lane 4: HA pre-incubated with 10 U/mL hyaluronidase for 10 min; Lane 5: HA 
pre-incubated with 600 U/mL hyaluronidase in Hanks' buffer (pH 6) for 30 min; 
Lane 6: HA pre-incubated with 600 U/mL hyaluronidase in PBS buffer (pH 6) for 30 
min; Lane 7: HA ladder (ranging from -25kDa to -500kDa, got from Sigma S0576). 
The samples were run on a precast polyacrylamide gel (Thermo Scientific #25201) at 
120 V for 45 min in 0.5x TBE buffer. The pH of the running buffer was pre-adjusted 
to pH = 8.4 with HEPES. The gel was cleaned in water and then stained with Stains-
all (Sigma E9379) overnight and washed again before imaging. 
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Figure 8. (Al)&(Bl) Dark-field images of multiple MCF7 cells observed at lOX 
and 60X magnification. (A2)&(B2) Corresponding fluorescent images with 
antibody staining for HA. Scale bars denote 50 1-1m in (A) and 10 1-1m in (B). 
The labeling was performed with an anti-HA primary antibody (Abeam 
ab53842) and a Dylight 488 conjugated IgG secondary antibody (Abeam 
ab96943). 
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Figure 9. SEM images of MCF7 cells labeled for HA with 40 nm Au 
immunolabels obtained after (A) incubation in Hanks' buffer (pH 6) for 10 
min (control), (B) incubation with 10 U/mL hyaluronidase for 10 min, and (C) 
incubation with 600 U/mL enzyme for 30 min. Insets are magnified SEM 
images on the cell surfaces in each condition. Scale bars denote 2 l-Am in 
overview images and 500 nm in magnified images. (D) Average Au NP 
density (p) on the cell surface for the investigated hyaluronidase conditions. 
Overall, p decreases upon addition of hyaluronidase, indicating a successful 
removal of HA on the cell surface. 
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Figure 10. SERS spectra from MCF7 cells without hyaluronidase in Hanks' 
buffer (pH 6) (A1) and after incubation with 10 U/mL hyaluronidase for 10 
min (A2) or with 600 U/mL for 30 min (A3). The corresponding barcodes are 
shown in (B1-B3). The gray areas in (B1-B3) highlight the spectral ranges that 
show a prominent loss in vibrational transitions. 
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Figure 11. SERS difference barcode generated by subtracting the control 
ensemble barcode (no enzyme) from the ensemble barcode obtained after 
cells treatment with 600 U/mL hyaluronidase for 30 min at 37QC. Grey bars 
(red fit) indicate spectral features that decrease in intensity due to enzyme 
treatment, while black bars (blue fit) increase in intensity. Green arrows 
denote SERS bands that can be assigned to HA. Inset is the chemical 
structure of HA. 
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Figure 12. SERS spectra of synthetic HA measured with SERS stamps. Five 
individual spectra were obtained from five different areas on three SERS 
stamps. 
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